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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Alanine Scan of the Cry5B Toxin Domain Identifies Variants with Increased Activity 
Against the Nematodes Caenorhabditis elegans and Ancylostoma ceylanicum 

 

By 

 

Jillian Leah Sesar 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biology 

 

University of California, San Diego, 2016 

 

Professor Steven Wasserman, Chair 
Professor Raffi V. Aroian, Co-Chair 

 

Soil-transmitted helminths infect more than 2 billion people worldwide and only 

one drug (albendazole) is commonly available for use against intestinal parasite worms 

under conditions for mass drug administration. Recent studies have shown efficacy issues 

with this drug, stressing the importance of finding a new treatment option. Three-domain 

crystal (Cry) proteins produced from the soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis have been 



 

 xvii

used for decades as a means to control insects that destroy crops and transmit human 

diseases, and studies have shown many of these proteins to be safe to humans. Our lab 

has shown that the crystal protein Cry5B is able to kill both the free-living nematode 

Caenorhabditis elegans, as well as parasitic roundworms (e.g., Ancylostoma ceylanicum, 

hookworm). Cry proteins intoxicate invertebrates by acting as pore-forming proteins. We 

believe that the nematode-Cry5B system has potential to unlock mysteries surrounding 

Cry proteins and to help improve Cry5B as a therapeutic agent.  

Here, I took a large scale systematic alanine-scanning approach and attempted to 

mutate all 698 amino acids in the toxin domain of Cry5B. I initially tested these mutants 

on C. elegans to assess for changes in toxicity levels, screening for variants with an 

increase in activity as compared to the wild type. Both the larger mutant set and the 

subset that had increased activity in my experiments are promising for future study, 

although the increased activity of the subset will need to be confirmed in assays with C. 

elegans and intestinal parasites. In the course of these studies, comparisons were made 

regarding the utility of CryB expressed in E coli, as purified protein, and as a 

spore/crystal mixture for activity assays and rescreening. Experiments were also carried 

out to address which system is best suited to test these variants in narrowing down those 

of interest and in predicting therapeutic potential in vivo. Overall, the Cry protein variants 

and approaches to their study described in this thesis hold promise for the development of 

therapeutics for treating one of the most neglected diseases of our time, parasitic worms. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Summary 

Over 2 billion people worldwide are infected with soil-transmitted helminthes 

(STH). Current treatment options are sub-optimal, displaying varied efficacies for the 

different parasites, and resistance to the drugs may have begun to emerge. New drug 

candidates are urgently needed, and Cry5B, a Crystal (Cry) Protein produced by the soil 

bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), is a candidate antihelminthic to address this global 

problem. Cry proteins are pore-forming proteins and once ingested by an invertebrate 

they attack the host intestine. Cry5B is toxic to Caenorhabditis elegans and Cry5B 

activity against parasitic worms has been demonstrated in in vitro and in vivo studies 

carried out by the Aroian lab. In particular, the worm burden for Ancylostoma 

ceylanicum, Heligmosomoides polygyrus, and Ascaris suum in their respective hosts was 

reduced by a treatment with Cry5B. While Cry5B is effective against these parasitic 
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nematodes, there is the potential to increase the activity of the protein by altering its 

amino acid sequence, which would allow for a better variant candidate as a treatment, as 

well as provide information regarding the structure and function of Cry5B. 

 

1.2 Soil transmitted helminths are a global issue 

Soil transmitted helminths (STHs) are one of the leading causes of infection in the 

world. Estimates are that between 1.5-2.3 billion people worldwide are infected with 

STH, with children and pregnant women at the highest risk. (Bethony 2006, Hotez 2008). 

STH typically is used to refer to three categories of worms– the giant roundworm 

(Ascaris lumbriocodies), three hookworms (Necator americanus, Ancylostoma 

duodenale, and Ancylostoma ceylanicum), and the whipworm (Trichuris trichiura).  

Infections involving these worms affect some of the poorest people of the world, greatly 

impacting Africa, Southeast Asia, India, and Latin/South America (Bethony 2006, Hotez 

2007 ).  

STHs are a leading cause of morbidity and contribute to sustaining a cycle of 

poverty. People infected with these worms suffer from malnutrition, loss of appetite, 

intestinal issues, lethargy, and immune defects leading to increased susceptibility to 

diseases such as malaria, HIV, and tuberculosis, as well as vaccination failure (Bethony 

2006, Hotez 2007, Hall 2007, Serene 2014, Francis 2012). As blood feeders,, hookworms 

have the additional effect of causing anemia. Children infected with STHs suffer from 

physical and cognitive stunting, as well as school absenteeism, which leads to a loss of 

future income. Co-infection with multiple parasites is common, and can increase and 

complicates the effects on the body. Previous studies have shown that the immune 
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response in the host can change with co-infection of parasites, and it has been suggested 

that this only helps to favor the survival of the worms and reduces the ability of the host 

to naturally expel the worms. A field study has shown that children co-infected with 

Ascaris and Trichuris had a lower processing speed index, a lower weight for age z-score, 

and lower standardized test scores (p<0.001 for all) as compared to children infected only 

with Ascaris. Additionally, field data from a study in 2016 has suggested that children 

with a higher intensity infection of T. trichiura had a greater chance of being infected 

with hookworms (Njaanake 2016, Gaze 2014, Liu 2015 ).  

Currently, only one drug, albendazole, is considered to have good enough single-

dose efficacy against most parasies for use in mass drug administration (generally 

speaking – not necessarily true for specific parasites) (Keiser 2008). Albendazole belongs 

to the benzimidizole drug family, which act on the microtubules, inhibiting 

polymerization (Goldsmith 1992). While this drug has high efficacy against Ascaris, it 

has moderate efficacy against hookworms, and poor efficacy against whipworms, and 

there are reports emerging of low or reduced efficacy to this drug (Gunawardena 2008, 

Adunga 2007, Humphries 2001). A study from 2011 showed reduced efficacy of 

albendazole in subjects from Ghana, and although multiple possibilities for this 

observation were explored, the authors point to the possibility of albendazole resistance 

(Humphries 2011). In addition, albendazole was identified in veterinary, not human, 

studies, which leaves an opening that there may be alternative methods with a higher 

efficacy in humans (Theodorides 1976). Currently, the WHO recommends treatment with 

antihelminthic drugs either once or twice a year to reduce STH burden, without 

individual diagnosis, to anyone who is living in an at-risk area (24). New drug candidates 
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are urgently needed, and we think that Cry5B, or potentially other crystal proteins, could 

be used as antihelminthic to address this global problem. 

 

1.3 Crystal proteins 

Crystal (Cry) proteins, a family of three-domain, alpha-helical pore forming 

proteins produced by the soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), have been used for 

over 50 years in corn, cotton, rice, potatoes, and soybeans as a means to control insects 

that transmit diseases or harm crops (Betz 2000, Siegel 2001). Currently, 81% and 84% 

of acres of corn and cotton, respectively, planted in the United States are genetically 

engineered to contain Cry proteins (25). Bt corn and cotton are grown all over the world, 

and benefits include reduced insecticide use, leading to an associated reduction in both 

costs and insecticide poisonings, as well as an increase in yield (Toenniessen 2003). In 

addition, Cry proteins have a lack of toxicity in vertebrates and are safe for the 

environment, leading to a high level of safety for both humans and animals (Betz 

2000,Siegel 2001). Because of the prevalence of Bt crops in agriculture today, numerous 

safety studies have been conducted on the effects of crystal proteins on humans, looking 

at toxicity and allergenic effects, and they have all concluded that these modified crops 

provide no cause for concern (Batista 2005, Betz 2000). Other commercial uses for Bt, 

however, have been employed long before transgenic crops. Bt israelensis was identified 

in 1976 as especially toxic to mosquitoes, and is used in water to help control mosquitoes 

(potentially carrying malaria) both in commercial and private use. Topical Bt sprays are 

found in local hardware stores and have been used commercially even longer than 

transgenic crops. Bt is available in a multitude of different formats for both commercial 
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and home use, including powders, sprays, liquids, dusts, and time- release rings 

(Sanahuja 2011 ). 

Over 400 three-domain Cry proteins have been identified. Amino acid sequence 

comparisons reveal substantial diversity, although almost all such proteins contain five 

blocks of conserved amino acids on the N-terminal side of the protein. Crystal proteins 

are generally of two different sizes: either 130-140kDa, or 70kDa. During sporulation, B. 

thuringiensis naturally lyse and release both a spore and a crystal. The alpha-helical Cry 

proteins form pores that attack and destroy the intestines of invertebrates. 

Crystal structures are known for nine different crystal proteins - Cry1Aa, Cry1Ac, 

Cry2Aa, Cry3A, Cry3Bb1, Cry4Aa, Cry4Ba, Cry5B, Cry8Ea1 ( Grochulski 1995, 

Evdokimov 2014,Morse 2001, Sawaya 2014, Galitsky 2001, Boonserm 2005, Boonserm 

2006, Guo 2009, Hui 2012). These structures reveal three separate and distinct domains. 

Domain I is composed of an alpha-helical bundle, and is the most similar structurally 

among the crystal proteins. It has been implicated in membrane insertion and pore 

formation based on its amphipathic nature, the length of the helices, and the similarities 

to the pore-forming domains of colicin, tetanus, diphtheria, and BAD toxins. Domain II is 

formed of β-sheets packaged together to form a β-prism with three-fold symmetry. Due 

to its loop regions, it is thought that domain II is involved in receptor recognition and 

binding. Domain II displays the most diversity among crystal proteins, due to the 

variability in the length of the apical loops and in amino acid sequence (De Maagd 2001). 

A wide range of previous studies in insects on Cry proteins have mutated specific 

residues in key surface loop regions of domain II, and assayed for changes in toxicity and 

binding affinity. These studies have demonstrated how disrupting amino acids in these 
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loop domains can have an effect on levels of both activity and binding. Targeted 

mutations in regions of domain II reduce toxicity, as well as binding (Rajamohan 1996). 

There is also data showing that mutations in the receptor binding loop can increase 

toxicity, perhaps, by increasing binding affinity with the receptor (Wu 2000). It is 

considered that receptor binding is a key determinant for specificity of Cry toxins. 

Domain III is composed of antiparallel β-sheets that form a ‘jelly-roll’ motif. It remains 

the least characterized of the domains, but it is thought to play a role in both pore 

formation and receptor binding, as well as structural conformation and stability (Burton 

1999)., There have been many studies mutating specific, narrow, targeted regions of the 

protein and then looking at aspects of toxicity or function in insects. However, no large 

scale systematic study of an entire crystal protein has been published.  

The general mechanism of action of crystal proteins has been worked out from 

studies in insects (Schnepf 1998, Palma 2014). Crystal proteins are produced upon 

sporulation from Bt packaged in inclusion bodies, and released upon cell lysis in the 

protoxin form. The protein is then ingested and solubilized in the midgut of the 

invertebrate. Next, the protoxin form is proteolytically cleaved at both ends by host 

proteases, converting it to the active toxin. The Cry protein then recognizes and binds to 

its receptor(s), oligomerizes, and inserts itself nonspecifically into the membrane, 

forming a pore. Following pore formation, death of the host invertebrate follows, most 

likely due to osmotic shock and the lysing of the midgut cells, resulting in a lack of 

feeding of the host. It is generally believed that the removal or disruption of any step – 

crystal formation, solubilization, processing, binding, oligomerization, or pore formation 

– will abolish toxicity. However, the relative importance of these steps is not well 
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described. With regards to receptor binding, the association between toxin and receptor 

may lead to the conformational change that allows the protein to insert into the 

membrane, may draw the toxin to the membrane surface, or may serve to promote 

oligomerization. Regardless, this interaction is clearly important, as shown by the 

relationship between toxicity and receptor binding. It is worth noting an alternative model 

for Cry protein action, in which crystal proteins are proposed to intoxicate cells via signal 

transduction events that occur independent of pore formation (Zhang 2006, Jenkins 2000, 

Aronson 2001) 

 

1.4 The potential of Cry5B against human parasites 

Although the majority of crystal proteins target insects, it has currently been 

shown that several crystal proteins can kill/intoxicate nematodes – Cry21, Cry14A, 

Cry3Bb, Cry6A, and Cry5B (Wei 2003). The most current and extensive studies have 

focused on Cry5B, and this protein is the focus of my work. Cry5B has been shown to be 

one of the most structurally divergent Cry proteins, specifically with regards to domain 

II, which is more similar to a banana lectin than to domain II of other Cry proteins 

(Meagher 2005). This suggests that this domain is most likely responsible for binding, 

especially considering that the receptor for Cry5B is an invertebrate-specific glycolipid, 

and most likely provides the specificity to targeting nematodes (Griffitts 2005). Another 

important piece of information that this receptor helps to confirm is the level of safety of 

Cry5B, as it has been shown that when knocked out in the bre mutants, the C. elegans are 

resistant to Cry5B (Griffitts 2005). This invertebrate specificity makes Cry5B an 

excellent candidate to pursue as a future antihelminthic. 
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In the laboratory, Cry5B has been shown in multiple assays to be toxic to C. elegans 

(Wei 2004). Additionally, Cry5B has been found to be effective against three of the 

parasitic nematodes tested in in vivo experiments. In mice infected with 

Heligmosomoides polygyrus, it was shown that a single dose of 100mg/kg of Cry5B 

reduced the worm burden approximately 70%, (Hu 2010). Furthermore, Cry5B was 

shown to rapidly degrade in simulated gastric fluids, suggesting that the actual dose to 

reach these worms was far less than what was administered during treatment, supporting 

its efficacy as a therapeutic (Hu 2010). In hamsters infected with Ancylostoma 

ceylanicum, it was shown that a single dose treatment with Cry5B of either 10 mg in 

water or 3 mg in Tris, pH 8.5, buffer led to a 93% and 97% reduction in worm burden, 

respectively (Hu 2012). Ascaris suum, which infects pigs, is generally considered to be 

closely related to the Ascaris that infects people, Ascaris lumbricoides (Leles 2012). In 

pigs infected with A. suum, two 20mg/kg Cry5B treatments reduced the worm burden 

97% (Urban 2013). It was also observed that when Cry5B expressed in E. coli was tested 

against the free-living stages of the nematode Nipponstrongylus brasiliensis, a rat 

intestinal parasite (and the same family of worms as Haemonchus and Ostertagia), both 

the development and overall health of the worms were compromised (Wei 2003). 

Plant parasitic nematodes are also sensitive to Cry proteins. In tomato roots 

expressing Cry6A and Cry5B separately, it was found that for the root-knot nematode 

Meloidogyne incognita, this nematode was intoxicated after ingestion of the roots, as 

measured by a decrease in progeny (Li 2007, Li 2008). This data only adds to the 

widespread applicability of Cry proteins as nematicides, not solely against human or 
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animal parasites, but against plant-parasitic nematodes as well. Additionally, the Aroian 

group has demonstrated that Cry5B has a synergistic effect when combined with other 

known antihelminthics on C. elegans (Hu 2010). From the current data, Cry5B has great 

potential as a potent antihelminthic. We known that this protein is toxic to helminths, but 

there is the potential to change its activity to make it even better and more efficient than it 

already is. 

 

1.5 Crystal protein variants exist and are useful 

Previous mutagenesis studies performed on insect Cry proteins have shown that 

single amino acid changes can increase toxicity. Specifically, it was demonstrated that 

changes in loop 1 (domain II) in Cry3A lead to two variants which have increased 

toxicity against three coleopteran species as compared to the wild-type (Wu 2000). Site-

directed mutagenesis on Cry1Ac targeting the hydrophobic motif of α-helix 7 (domain I) 

created a mutant that was eight times more toxic than the wild type when tested on 

neonate larvae of the cotton bollworm (Rajamohan 1996). Based on these studies, it 

seems highly likely that single amino acid mutations in Cry5B could lead to variants that 

greatly increase activity.  

Mutated Cry variants are commonly used in transgenic crops. For example, six 

amino acids were changed in Cry3Bb1 to produce a variant with a 200-fold increase in 

toxicity, which was then granted FDA approval to be used in genetically engineered corn. 

Without these changes, this crystal protein would most likely not be used in the field 

(43).The benefits of generating such a variant of Cry 5B would include reduced quantity 

needed for treatment, lower costs, and increase efficacy against STHs. 
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CHAPTER 2  

ALANINE SCANNING OF CRY5B 

 

2.1 Summary 

Cry5B has previously been shown to be toxic against Caenorhabditis elegans, and 

several intestinal helminths in vivo, including Ancylostoma. ceylanicum in hamsters, 

Heligmosomoides polygyrus in mice, and Ascaris suum in pigs (Urban 2013, Hu 2012, 

Hu 2010, Marroquin 2000). This Cry protein has great potential to be a future new 

antihelminthic to address the global problem of soil transmitted helminths. Due to the 

potential of this protein, I was interested in investigating if single amino acid changes 

could be introduced to increase the activity of this protein, potentially providing forms 

that would be more toxic than the wild-type protein against these worms. I took a large-

scale approach to investigate this idea, choosing to attempt to mutate every amino acid in 

the toxin domain of Cry5B to an alanine (or glycine, if already an alanine), and 

subsequently test them for changes in activity on C. elegans as compared to the wild 

type. From this alanine scan, I found 34 amino acid changes that provisionally emerged 
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as showing increased activity to C. elegans as compared to the wild-type Cry5B, with the 

caveat that these were selected under conditions that did not control for uniform 

expression. These were selected to further pursue and investigate.  

 

2.2 Introduction 

Cry5B is a pore-forming toxin that attacks the intestines of invertebrates, causing 

death of the host. When C. elegans are exposed to Cry5B, they display a clear intoxicated 

phenotype – reduced coloration, reduced motility, smaller size, and reduced egg 

production (Marroquin 2000). The mechanism of action of Cry proteins in general has 

been determined, and it is assumed that particular amino acids play essential roles in 

governing these key steps. Therefore, single point mutations of these amino acids may 

alter toxicity by affecting, for example, the efficiency of these steps.  While the majority 

of examples in the published literature show single amino acid changes leading to a 

complete loss in toxicity, there are a handful demonstrating that a change in a single 

amino acid can lead to an increase in activity against a Cry protein’s invertebrate target. 

For example, variants H168R and N372A/G in Cry1A display a 3-fold and 8-fold 

increase in toxicity, respectively, against Manduca sexta larvae as compared to the wild 

type protein (Wu 1992, Rajamohan 1996). In Cry3A, a single point mutation led to a 

variant with approximately a 2.4 increase in toxicity as compared to the wild type (Wu 

2000). Discussions in these and other papers correlate changes with particular steps in the 

mechanism of action as a potential explanation for the increase in activity. However, no 

approach has been reported that involved scanning all domains of the crystal protein. 
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In addition to broadening our knowledge about Cry5B, and potentially 

understanding the protein and its structure function relationship better, there are several 

additional reasons why identifying improved protein variant candidates would be 

beneficial to pursue. From the mindset of developing a drug to be realistically delivered 

in developing countries, a treatment of a single dose would be an ideal strategy. By 

striving to increase the toxicity of Cry5B, this could reduce the quantity of the drug 

needed, as well as reduce associated costs, which is also an important factor to consider. 

Additionally, as mentioned in chapter 1, current drugs have showed emerging reports of 

resistance, and it could be assumed that eventually Cry5B would suffer the same fate, as 

the STHs would start to develop resistance to the protein. Variant Cry5B proteins have 

the potential to combat and circumvent the potential of resistance (Deist 2004). Also, in 

addition to addressing the overall goal of finding a cure for intestinal parasitic worms in 

humans, these variants could also play a role in veterinary medicine as well. 

When I started this project, random PCR mutagenesis in the Aroian lab had 

identified two amino acid changes in Cry5B that increase toxicity – Cry5B(D553N) and 

Cry5B(S407C). The screen that identified two variants assayed 1920 clones from a 

mutagenic PCR of Cry5B, testing the effect of feeding E. coli expressing each of these 

Cry variants to C. elegans. Quantitative LC-50 killing assays using purified protein 

against C. elegans were used to confirm the two hits. This information provided a basis to 

move forward with a large scale screen against Cry5B. 

Amino acid scanning mutagenesis is a technique that has been employed to 

determine what the role of a specific amino acid residue plays in a protein. It does not 

target a few specific amino acids, but instead serves to attack the protein as a whole and 
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look systematically along the length of the protein. For example, a study to investigate 

the anthrax protective antigen developed a protocol to mutate each of the 568 amino acids 

in the protein to cysteine, and then characterize the results (Mourez 2003). I modeled my 

methods based on the success of this study, choosing to use an alanine scanning approach 

with Cry5B to scan for variants that show an increase in activity as compared to the wild-

type Cry5B in E. coli against C. elegans. Because the side chain of alanine is small, the 

number of variants in which the overall structure of the protein is disrupted is expected to 

be minimized. With this method, I sought to identify single amino acid variants of Cry5B 

that had an increase in activity as compared to the wild-type by carrying out an alanine 

scan along the length of the 698 amino acid toxin domain. No mutagenesis was planned 

or conducted for the 547 amino acids outside the toxin domain in the full-length protoxin; 

all activity resides in the toxin domain following cleavage of the protoxin by invertebrate 

midgut proteases.  

 

2.3 Optimization of assay/Initial testing 

To adapt the assays in the lab to this specific study, I started with a basic protocol 

to test feeding C. elegans with E. coli expressing Cry5B in the context of the alanine scan 

(Bischof 2006). Specifically, I examined whether induced expression of the clone was 

necessary, as well as how the parameters of number of worms seeded per plate, dilution 

percentage of Cry5B, and plate size affected the assay procedure and outcome.  

Mode of expression of recombinant Cry5B gene. These studies were carried out 

with the OP50 bacteria transformed with a pQE80 derived plasmid that encoded wild-

type Cry5B. The bacteria were either uninduced or induced with 0.5mM IPTG for 3hr at 
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37°C to drive Cry5B expression and then spread on ENG-IA plates in triplicate. I then 

seeded the sets of three plates with 20, 40, or 60 L1-stage C. elegans and monitored 

worm survival. While it was observed that the induced cultures displayed higher toxicity 

on the worms as compared to the un-induced, it was not determined to be necessary step 

to actively detect the toxicity phenotype on C. elegans.  This detail was important as I 

established the conditions for the screen, looking to balance quality of the assay with the 

need to have a streamlined system to scan all 698 amino acids of the toxin domain of 

Cry5B.  

Worm number. For worm number, 20 L1/plate was too low of a number for an 

accurate assay, as many of the worms were lost on the plate, while 60 L1 was 

unnecessarily high. Therefore I decided to seed 40 L1 C. elegans on each plate.  

Cry5B concentration. To determine what concentration of Cry5B to use, I set up a 

blind experiment with one of the Cry5B hyperactive variants (S407C) that was already 

known in the lab. Wild-type and S407C Cry5B were expressed in pQE80/OP50 after no 

induction or induction with 0.5mM IPTG for 3 hr at 37°C. Bacteria transformed with the 

empty pQE80 vector served as a negative control. Assays were carried out with 

concentrations relative to the starting preparation of 12.5%, 25%, 50%, and 100%. 

Because a difference between the wild-type Cry5B and S407C could most readily be 

discerned at the lower doses, and that difference could be seen clearly without induction, 

I reaffirmed my decision not to include an induction step in the protocol. 

Duration of assay. The most significant factors for detecting S407C as 

hyperactive compared to wild-type Cry5B were worm coloration, size, movement, and 
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the presence of eggs/progeny, all of which were best detected at a time-point of 60 hrs or 

longer.  

Toxin plate size type. I tried 12-well plates, 6-well plates, and 60mm plates, and 

adjusted the amount of bacteria spread and worms seeded accordingly. Although the 12-

well and 6-well formats increased the ease of spreading the bacteria and reduced the time 

in scoring, the reduced surface area led to a large percentage of worms crawling off the 

plates (even when the bacteria was not spread to the edges). This created situations where 

there were not enough worms present on the plate to accurately score the assay 

successfully. After observing the same results in repeat assays, I adopted use of the more 

reliable and consistent 60 mm plates for the remainder of the assays.  

 

Pilot Study 

With the overall goal being to scan the toxin domain, I started with a small-scale 

approach, working with just the first 12 amino acids in domain III of the protein (aa545-

556). The choice of these residues for the pilot was based on the availability of the 

necessary oligonucleotides in the lab library. Initially, I had planned to transform the 

variants into homemade electrocompetent OP50 cells and perform the assay in OP50 E. 

coli. However, I was unable to obtain the necessary transformants using the OP50 cells. I 

therefore switched to the XL10-gold E. coli cells provided with the commercial 

mutagenesis kit. Following the protocol described in the anthrax scanning study (Mourez, 

2003), I picked two colonies for each variant from the transformation and sequenced in 

the region of interest to confirm the presence of the mutation. I did not obtain any 

transformants for one variant. Of the remaining eleven, ten had the correct sequence in 
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the mutagenized region. As a further control, I randomly selected six of these clones for 

full sequencing. For none of the six were any additional mutations detected.  

The general protocol and time course of the alanine scan is outlined in Figure 1.1. 

Owing to the simplicity of the Cry5B-C. elegans system, I was able to carry out the 

mutagenesis and assay at a rate of 45 amino acids per week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Alanine Scanning of Cry5B and C. elegans standard toxicity assay 

Timeline of the process from generation of the variant Cry5B to testing against C. 

elegans for changes in toxicity. 
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In the course of these experiments I found that the Cry5B preparation from 

uninduced XL-10 gold cells was less toxic to worms than the Cry5B expressed in OP50,. 

I therefore set out to redetermine a useful working concentration for the assay procedure. 

In particular, I sought conditions under which the mutants could be sorted into 4 

categories: 0 – nontoxic (pQE80), + - slightly toxic (pQE80 < mutant < wtCry5B), ++ - 

toxic (wtCry5B), and +++ - hyperactive (S407C). Toxin plates were made following the 

protocol with wt Cry5B and S407C in XL10-gold cells induced and un-induced (0.5mM 

IPTG 3hr 37C) at varying concentrations (25%, 30%, 33%, 37.5%, 42%, 45%, and 50%) 

to find the ideal concentration at which to screen. Toxin plates were also set up at a 25% 

concentration with the first 12 amino acids from domain III of Cry5B. (Figure 2.2). At 

the 25% concentration, I observed hyperactivity of D553A compared to the wild-type. 

Because one of the previously known variants is D553N, I concluded that this result was 

meaningful. Nevertheless, I chose to go forward with the 37.5% concentration, as it 

provided a clearer difference in toxicity between wtCry5B and S407C and between 

wtCry5B and pQE80 in the uninduced XL-10-gold cells.  

During this pilot assay, the plates were monitored daily, and day 6 was chosen as 

the best time-point to score the assay. In particular, I noted that at this time point 1) 

Cry5B showed good active against the C. elegans, 2) a loss of toxicity variant could be 

identified (N545A), and 3) there was a clear difference from the wild-type for both a 

variant with reduced toxicity (V456A) and one with increased toxicity (D553A). 

Furthermore, the worms were running out of food, as those feeding on bacteria 

transformed with the empty pQE80 vector were starved or close to starvation. Data 

supporting these conclusions is provided in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.2: Initial testing of assay optimization conditions 

The first 12 amino acids of domain III were mutated and tested against C. elegans as an 
initial test to verify the assay parameters and determine protocol efficiency.  It can be 
observed that toxicity differs for the wtCry5B, empty vector, and these 11 variants (one 
variant did not produce a product). 
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To set-up a protocol for confirmation, I chose to sequence two colonies per 

transformation plate in the region of the mutation, as well as create toxin plates with these 

two separate colonies. If the sequence of both colonies was identical in the region of the 

mutation, but they displayed different phenotypes in the plate assay, I fully sequenced the 

gene to screen for any additional mutations.  

In some cases neither colony represented a plasmid with the correct sequence. I 

found that by shortening the primers slightly and ensuring that the 3’ and the 5’ ends 

included one or more G’s or C’s usually solved this problem. However, for the large 

Figure 2.3: Breakdown of the different levels of toxicity observed from the alanine 

scan of Cry5B 

Alanine substitution varies in effect– from complete loss of activity, to reduced 
activity, to an increase in activity.  Considerations for classification include worm size, 
coloration, motility, presence of eggs/progeny.  
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scale screen, I abandoned those residues for which the correct mutagenesis product was 

not produced. 

Results from the pilot screen provided the basis for the large-scale alanine scan of 

Cry5B. The mutagenesis product was produced, and 2 colonies were picked per variant. 

Both these colonies were then used to make toxin plates. Duplicate 60 mm plates were 

spread with un-induced XL10-gold E. coli expressing Cry5B diluted out to 37.5% with 

empty pQE80 vector. These plates were then seeded with 40 L1 worms, and incubated 

for 6 days. D553A was used as a positive control for each assay.  

Once these conditions were established and confirmed, I was able to scan through 

the toxin domain of Cry5B at a rate of ~ 45 amino acids per week. Worms were scored 

based on coloration, size, movement, presence of eggs/progeny as compared to wild-type 

(with the main discerning factors being size and numbers of progeny) on the following 

scale: 0-loss of toxicity; + - reduced activity; ++ - like wt Cry5B; +++ - slightly 

hyperactive; ++++ very hyperactive.  The categories of +++ and ++++ were originally 

one category, but were separated once I determined that I most interested in variants that 

showed a dramatic increase in activity. Variants of interest were sequenced in the region 

of the mutation and those that were further investigated were fully sequenced in both 

directions.  

 

2.4 Results of alanine scan 

Overall, 551 amino acids were successfully mutated out of the 698 amino acids in 

the Cry5B toxin domain. (Figure 2.4A). Successfully tested was defined by correct 

sequencing of the mutation in the region of interest and being tested/scored against C. 
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elegans on toxicity plates. It is interesting to note that in Figure 2.4A, some residues 

where I did not obtain the desired substitution grouped together, perhaps indicating 

regions on the protein where changes make it too toxic to the E. coli for it to grow.  

As shown in Figure 2.4B, Tables 2.1 and S1, 336 alanine substitutions eliminated 

toxicity (61.0%), 70 retained some activity (12.7%), 54 had activity comparable to wild 

type Cry5B (9.8%), 57 showed a mild increase in toxicity (10.3%), and 34 appeared to 

have a substantial increase in toxicity (6.2%). Four additional mutants showed increased 

toxicity in an initial assay, but not in repeat experiments. Photographs of the 34 plates for 

which worm number and size was well below wild-type are shown in Figure 2.5. These 

34 putative hyperactive variants were each sequenced across the entire gene in both 

directions to confirm that there were no additional mutations and thus that the observed 

phenotype was due only to the single amino acid change.  
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Figure 2.4: Cry5B mutation analysis 

A. Of the 698 residues in the toxin domain, I had success in mutating 551, shown in 
purple; the 147 not successfully mutated are shown in black. B. Breakdown of the 
variants and how they scored in the toxicity plate assay.  Red: ++++  Orange: +++  
Green: ++  Blue: +  Black: 0  Gray: n/a 
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Table 2.1: General results of the Cry5B alanine scan  

The breakdown of the 551 amino acids successfully tested and verified 
categorized by level of activity as compared to wild-type Cry5B. 
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Figure 2.5: Thirty-four hyperactive variants 

The 34 variants that stood out from the screen, along with S407C, with their 
respective controls (pQE80 and wtCry5B). Hyperactive variants display an 
exagerated toxicity phenotype compared to the wild-type Cry5B with respect to 
coloration, size, motility, and presence of eggs/progeny. 
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2.5 Additional confirmation with nine variants from domain III 

Domain III of the alanine scan mutagenesis was completed first, and nine 

hyperactive variants were identified to be of interest. I used these nine variants to do 

additional testing to confirm their hyperactivity. In particular, I wanted verify that the 

observed phenotype was solely due to this single amino acid mutation. To address this, I 

mutated these single mutants back to the wild-type sequence, and tested them in the E. 

coli plate assay against C. elegans, with the goal being to restore the wild-type Cry5B 

level of activity. The results confirmed that all nine hyperactive variants now displayed 

the wild-type Cry5B level of activity. 

While these nine hyperactive variants in domain III all appeared to be more active 

than the wild-type in the E. coli plate assay, this is not a highly quantitative assay. In 

order to begin to distinguish between the different variants, I set up a dilution series with 

two variants from domain III – G577A and I640A (Figure 2.6). As the E. coli was further 

diluted out, the differences between the variants and the wild-type Cry5B became less 

pronounced, but still detectable. Additionally, while at the 37.5% concentration, G577A 

and I640A appear to be similar in their level of toxicity, at a lower concentration G577A 

appears to be more active than I640A. 
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Figure 2.6: Dilution series of G577A and I640A 

Cry5B and variants were diluted down to 18% and 9% to start to further understand 
how these variants compared to one another in E. coli. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To further validate the authenticity of these variants, I also wanted to demonstrate 

that the hyperactivity observed was plasmid-associated, while still keeping the variants in 

E. coli. I took these nine variants and transformed them into the E. coli strain JM103. 

Since I knew that this bacteria expressed Cry5B at a higher level, I dropped the 

concentration in the C. elegans toxicity plate assay down to 18% (Figure 2.7). Although 

the JM103 strain of bacteria were sometimes distributed asymmetrically on the plates, the 

worms overall were exposed to the same amount of bacteria on each plate. It was 
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observed that these nine variants were also more toxic than the wild-type Cry5B in the 

JM103 bacteria. Although similar confirmation tests were not carried out for the other 

mutants, the nine mutants studied above (roughly ¼ of all the hyperactive mutants) were 

taken as representative for the entire batch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 Expression levels 

One variable of importance that the plate assays do not control for is expression 

levels. I did not assay during to screen to determine if the increase in activity that is being 

Figure 2.7: The nine hyperactive variants in domain III tested against C. elegans 

in JM103 

The nine identified hyperactive variants in domain III of Cry5B were tested in JM103 
E. coli to show that this observed hyperactivity is plasmid specific. 
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observed is due to a change on a protein function level, or simply due to an increase in 

expression levels. It is also possible some important hyperactive mutants would have 

been missed if their expression levels were lower in the E. coli and thus came through as 

low-normal toxicity. Therefore I performed a few western blot analyses to determine if 

any dramatic changes in expression levels were being observed, and were of concern with 

regards to moving forward with the 34 identified variants. E. coli cultures expressing the 

wt Cry5B and the nine hyperactive variants from domain III of Cry5B were grown up 

overnight, induced, and then blotted with an anti-Cry5B antibody in both XL10-gold cells 

and JM103 cells (Figure 2.8).  For the Cry5B expressed in XL10-gold, variant I678A 

shows a potential increase in expression, while for the Cry5B expressed in JM103, the 

same variant (I678A) and three additional one - D553A, I660A, and V694A - appeared to 

increase expression. Since I planned to use a more quantifiable version of the protein 

from Bacillus thuringiensis going forward, investigation into the expression levels on the 

plates were not pursued further. An important caveat of these experiments is that they 

were not carried out under the same conditions used for screening and confirmation (i.e., 

not induced, on plates…). Nonetheless, I feel they are representative of how well these 

variants are expressed in E. coli in general. 
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2.7 Discussion 

These results demonstrate that a crystal protein can be approached in a large scale 

systematic way to identify single amino acid changes that potentially lead to changes in 

activity against an invertebrate target. I was able to attempt to mutate and test 551 out of 

698 amino acids in the toxin domain of Cry5B and assess for changes in toxicity against 

C. elegans as compared to the wild type protein in a streamlined, efficient manner. The 

importance of determining the right parameters for this screen was crucial for being able 

to take advantage of the E.coli-Cry5B-C. elegans system. Through assay optimization, I 

was fully able to benefit from the fact that we can feed C. elegans E. coli expressing 

Figure 2.8: Expression levels of nine hyperactive variants in domain III in JM103 

and XL10-gold E. coli 

Western blots and associated coomassie stains of Cry5B and nine hyperactive variants 
in two separate E. coli strains – JM103 and XL10-gold.  Commassie stain of 
background bands provides a normalization for loading. 
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Cry5B, and observe the worms for signs of intoxication. The simplicity and beauty of this 

system has allowed me to attempt to screen many amino acids in a rapid and precise 

manner. 

The results show that 61% of these variants lost all toxicity when one amino acid 

was changed. I would hypothesize that a majority of these have lost toxicity due to 

interrupting the protein’s ability to fold, but I speculate that there are a large number of 

these loss of toxicity mutants that play important roles in function, and whose protein 

confirmation is not altered or compromised. Without a quick and easy way to separate 

them out, it would be a large undertaking to determine which variants from this category 

are useful to investigate in further detail. The potential importance of these mutants, 

however, must not be overlooked, for it would be predicted that the site of receptor 

binding on this protein is contained in this category. Although not investigated in this 

study, this category of variants provides a considerable resource for future investigation 

of structure-function relationships for the Cry5B protein. 

 There were 34 variants that showed an increase in toxicity as compared to the 

wild-type Cry5B in my assay. This is category that I have the most interest in, and have 

pursued these 34 variants further in my thesis. It is not clear what role these amino acids 

play in the function of the protein from this study, only that changing them to an alanine, 

or disrupted the ‘normal’ function of the amino acid and appeared to increase their 

toxicity against C. elegans. Although a qualitative assay, steps were then taken in order to 

attempt to verify and confirm these results while staying in the E. coli system. There is a 

balance between being able to do a large-scale screen in a timely manner, and controlling 

for every variable in this case. Full sequencing confirmed no additional alterations in 
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sequence were present, and this was also verified by reverting nine variants to the wild-

type and re-observing wild-type Cry5B activity. This confirmed the importance of this 

single amino acid change for the change detected in my assay, regardless of what role the 

specific amino acid plays. Testing several dilutions of the variants indicate that these 34 

variants have different levels of toxicity. Additionally, preliminary western blot analysis 

indicates the possibility that for several of these amino acid changes, the increase in 

toxicity may reflect an increase in protein stability and thus level. 

The weakness in this assay is the use of an E. coli system without a way to control 

for equal levels of protein. A single Western blot at a single dilution can not rule out for 

example, that there is a 30% change in protein expression that could account for the 

observed change in activity. Additionally, it is also possible that one of the variants 

classified as ‘like wild-type’ are hyperactive, but have reduced protein expression and 

were therefore not identified in this screen. Ideally, one would also quantify the levels of 

protein directly from the plate assay since this is how the variants were selected that I 

further pursued (as opposed to quantification from a liquid culture). 

Additionally, in looking at the future potential of Cry5B protein variants, it would 

be important to note that these variants were all found through screening for a putative 

increase in toxicity against C. elegans. At this point, it was not known whether any 

hyperactive variants would be observed in any of the parasite systems, nor whether any 

of the variants from the other categories of toxicity might show a different effect on one 

of the parasites as opposed to C. elegans. Although not explored in this study, this is also 

something that would be of interest to examine. 
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2.8 Materials and Methods 

Site-directed Mutagenesis 

Mutations were made using a whole plasmid mutagenesis approach in the Cry5B-

pQE80 system using the QuikChange II LX-Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit by 

Agilant/Stratagene. Two primers were designed for each variant containing the specific 

mutation of interest with assistance from the primer design program on the Agilant 

website and produced by Bioneer. Primers were then manually altered if necessary. 

Following the site-directed mutagenesis, the template strand was digested by Dpn1, and 

the product was transformed into E. coli XL10-gold cells, and grown overnight on LB 

ampicillin plates at 37°C. Two colonies were picked the following day per variant, 

plasmid prepped, and sent for sequencing (Genewiz) only in the region of the mutation 

for confirmation. Full sequencing of the gene in both directions was performed for those 

variants identified from the screen to be of interest. To test the efficiency of making the 

mutation (with no extra changes to the sequence), I fully sequenced in both directions six 

variants irrespective of whether they were hyperactive or not. In this case, five of them 

were good, and the sixth had an extra nucleotide deletion resulting in a frameshift 

mutation and an observed loss of toxicity (the kit claims an 85% success rate). When 

sequencing only in the region of interest, I found that for the first 12 amino acids (two 

colonies for each) that I changed (aa545-556), there was a success rate of 92%. 

 

C. elegans Plate Toxicity Assays 

Qualitative toxicity assays were performed to analyze C. elegans intoxication 

between Cry5B and the variants. Overnight bacterial cultures of XL10-gold E. coli 
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expressing the Cry5B variants were diluted with the pQE80 vector control to 37.5% at 

OD=2.0 . The point variants grew up approximately +/- 0.2 OD as compared to the wild-

type, and was observed to be consistent as the mutations were made along the protein.  

For each sample, 30ul of bacterial culture was spread on a 60 mm enriched nematode 

growth plate supplemented with IPTG and ampicillin (ENG-IA – 100ug/mL Amp and 

0.1mM IPTG) in duplicate and grown overnight at 25°C. The following day, 40 freshly 

bleached L1 C. elegans were seeded on the plates with E. coli expressing the Cry5B 

variants, the wild-type Cry5B, or the pQE80 vector control (no Cry5B expression). The 

plates were incubated for 6 days at 20°C, and then scored visually as compared to the 

wild-type Cry5B on the basis of size, motility, coloration, plate starvation, and the 

presence of eggs/progeny. For testing in JM103 E. coli, the assay was set-up in the same 

manner, except the Cry5B was diluted out to 18% using the empty vector and still 

normalized to OD=2.0. 

 

Western Blots with E. coli 

Overnight E. coli cultures were made in either XL10-gold cells or JM103 from 

single colonies. XL10-gold cells were diluted 1:10 with ampicillin shaking for 1hr at 

37°C, and then induced with 0.1mM IPTG for 3 hr shaking at 37°C. The cultures were 

normalized to OD=3.0 run on a 6% gel, and then transferred to a PVDF membrane via a 

semi-dry method for 45min at 60mA in transfer buffer (50mM Tris base, 384 mM 

glycine, 10% methanol). The membrane was then blocked in blocking buffer - 5% non-

fat milk in TBST - (10mM Tris pH=7.5, 100mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20) for 1 hr at room 

temperature. The membrane was washed 3x with wash buffer (TBST) 5min/wash, and 
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then incubated with an anti-Cry5B antibody at 1:1000 overnight in blocking buffer. The 

following day, the membrane was washed 4X with wash buffer (5min/wash), and 

incubated 1 hr at hoom tempearature with an anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:10,000) in 

blocking buffer. Followng four wash steps in wash buffer, the membrane was exposed. 

JM103 cells, were diluted 1:10 with ampicillin shaking for 1 hr at 37°C, and then induced 

with 0.5mM IPTG for 6 hr shaking at 30°C. The cultures were normalized to OD=3.2, 

run on a 6% gel, and then blotted with an anti-Cry5B antibody at 1:1000. For both cells, a 

second gel was run in parallel and stained with coomassie as a loading control.  
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CHAPTER 3 

INDEPENDENT TEST OF HYPERACTIVITY 

 

3.1 Summary 

From the previous chapter, 34 Cry5B variants were identified within the specific 

conditions of the plate assay as potentially having greater activity than the wild-type 

Cry5B against C. elegans.  The challenge with the plate assay is the lack of control of the 

expression on the plates over the course of six days.  Hence, it is not possible to be 

certain of the actual dose of Cry5B during the duration of the selection. It is possible, for 

example, that small changes in expression (e.g., a 20% increase) might result in apparent 

hyperactivity over the duration of the six day assay. 

To get around these issues, I decided to introduce the mutations into Bacillus 

thuringiensis, where protein quantitation is easier and the assays are easier to control. I 

successfully subcloned and transformed 19 of the mutant Cry5B genes into Bacillus 

thuringiensis, and harvested protein spore crystal lysates for quantitative killing assays 

against C. elegans.  Once assay conditions were established, all 19 of these variants were 
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tested in triplicate repeats against C. elegans in a LC-50 killing assay. Of the 19 variants 

tested in this assay against C. elegans, I found that the majority (nine) were more active 

than the wild-type Cry5B as measured with LC-50 values with non-overlapping 95% 

confidence intervals.   

 

3.2 Introduction 

As described in the previous chapter, I identified 34 variants from the screen as 

having potentially increased toxicity as compared to the wild-type Cry5B.  However, 

because of uncertainties in E. coli expression, it was unclear whether these variants have 

higher specific activity (e.g., activity on a µg/mL basis).  Previous studies in insects have 

addressed this by harvesting protein from either Bacillus thuringiensis or E. coli, 

quantitating it through standard methods (Bradford or Coomassie standards), and then 

testing it in a dose-dependent quantitative manner against the appropriate insect through 

different feeding methods and recording mortality.  From here, the lethal dose ratio can 

be determined to identify any significant differences between the wild type and the 

variants being tested (Wu, 2000, Chandra, 1999).  In the case of Cry5B, a single variant - 

Cry5B (N586) – shown to be more active against L1-stage C. elegans in 1) a feeding 

assay that used different doses of purified protein and that measured worm size, and 2) a 

brood size assay in which L4-stage C. elegans were fed purified protein and their 

progeny counted.  In these assays the production of purified protein involved 

transforming the mutant of interest into Bacillus thuringiensis, allowing sporulation and 

lysis to occur and collecting crystal proteins, which I quantitated using BSA standards on 

a gel. 
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Having this basic standard from which to work, I planned to move forward to 

quantitatively test these variants against C. elegans as pure protein from Bacillus 

thuringiensis to determine which variants were statistically more active than the wild-

type Cry5B.  From previous experience in working with Cry5B in Bacillus thuringiensis 

following the established lab protocols, we would transform the variants into Bacillus 

thuringiensis, grow them up in media, and purify Cry5B away from spores using 

solubilization/filtration/precipitation.  However, I had preliminary data from working 

with a Cry5B variant that this protocol might not be able to be readily applied to all 

variants.  In particular, a Cry5B mutant with multiple mutations (mutant A – (note: 

sequencing data)) once transformed into Bacillus thuringiensis, sporulated and expressed 

protein, but produced crystals that could not be isolated in the same manner and with the 

success of the wild-type Cry5B.  I therefore decided to not purify the protein away from 

the spores but use the entire Bt spore crystal lysate (SCL) for assays. The protein in SCL 

can be accurately quantitated and can be used in liquid assays and where the level of 

protein in the well is better controlled than in the plate assay.  Using SCL would thus 

allow me to overcome the main limitations of working with E. coli. 

 

3.3 Subcloning into Bacillus thuringiensis 

To test my potential hyperactive variants on a quantitative comparative basis to 

see if they are actually more active than the wild-type Cry5B, I decided to put these 

modified toxins back into their host strain of Bacillus thuringiensis.  This would enable 

me to test these variants side by side as well as against the wild type in a quantitative 

fashion, while eliminating the potential issue of altered expression levels.  Using a 
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protocol established in our lab (detailed below in 3.10), a simple cut and paste strategy 

was employed to cut out the Cry5B mutant within the gene at two internal restriction sites 

with using the enzymes NheI and BglII which are located at 42bp and 2052bp 

respectively (Fig. 3.1). The shuttle vector, pCry5B (Chandra 1999) into which the insert 

was placed contains the Cry5B gene as well as both E. Coli and B. thuringiensis origins 

of replication, and can be selected for with either ampicillin or erythromycin.  I 

successfully subcloned 19 of the 34 variants using this method into the pCry5B shuttle 

vector.  This vector was then transformed into Bacillus thuringiensis via passage through 

GM2163 cells, a dam- strain of E. coli.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Though a simple copy and paste subcloning method was applied, it is worth 

nothing the challenges presented by the size (21kb) of the pCry5B shuttle vector.  

Alternative methods were investigated to streamline this procedure.  One was to use the 

site-directed mutagenesis kit (for which the spec sheet supplied places an upper size limit 

of 14kb) directly to introduce the mutation in the pCry5B vector.  Through alteration of 

the thermocycler protocol to accommodate a longer extension time, (25min/cycle) a 

Figure 3.1: Digestion of Cry5b 

The cry5B fragment is digested with enzymes NheI and BglII 
to release a 2kb fragment to be ligated into the pcry5B vector. 
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single clone was obtained and verified during an initial test with the D553A primers.  

Additional primer pairs were then attempted for other variants of interest, but no colonies 

were obtained on the transformation plates after multiple attempts, and this method was 

subsequently dropped. 

Time was also spent to optimize and workout the details for the digestion and 

ligation of the vector.  The restriction enzyme MluI was explored as an alternative 

digestion site to BglII, but was found to often trim off the end of the Cry5B gene.  NheI 

and BglII have incompatible restriction buffers, and several different avenues were 

explored for how to best approach this issue.  Sequential digestions led to the loss of too 

much product, most likely due to the size of the vector and the commercial kit restrictions 

of how much can be recovered during purification.  Buffer 2 from New England Biolabs 

(NEB) was then used for which both enzymes had reduced activity, and I therefore 

increased the incubation time to 120min for the digestion to accommodate this.  This 

proved to be a useful choice and increased the success rate of the protocol, although 

caution was required since too long of an incubation yielded no bands on a gel.   

A robust and efficient protocol to transform the vector into Bacillus thuringiensis 

had previously been established, and I had no problems transforming the unmethylated 

DNA into Bt. From here, all 18 of the variants that were transformed into B. thuringiensis 

were initially confirmed with colony PCR, and then verified through sequencing of the 

entire Cry5B gene.   

 

3.4 Level 1 protein purification attempts 
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Following confirmation of the variants in Bacillus thuringiensis, I set out to purify 

protein using laboratory standard protocol (Cappello, 2006).  Flasks with PGSM media 

were inoculated with a seed culture of Cry5B, and incubated with shaking at 30°C for 5 

days.  The culture then underwent two salt and two water washes.  The resulting mixture 

was then dissolved in acid solubilization medium, and precipitated out with tripotassium 

citrate to remove and isolate the crystals from the spores.  I initially harvested wild-type 

Cry5B, S407C, and D553N (Figure 3.2a), followed by a harvest of G577A and G643A 

(Figure 3.2b).  From the coomassie stained gels, the variants and the wild type Cry5B 

appear to be very similar in intensity.  Furthermore, the banding patterns running faster 

than full-length are similar, suggesting a similar pattern of degradation.  I planned on 

testing these proteins side by side, and since we don’t necessary know whether the 

degradation products are active, the similarity in pattern was important for a side-by-side 

comparison.   

Once I confirmed that I had successfully produced spore protein for the variants 

S407C and D553N, I began growing up the rest of the 19 variants that I had transformed 

into Bt following the same protocol.  However, a large number of these variants did not 

produce a collectable precipitate. To address this, I tried growing up the variants in a 

second sporulation media, M03.  M03 is a glucose rich media, and the sporulation 

process occurs much faster than in PGSM.  In addition, I decided to investigate the 

timeline of the harvest, which is five days for the wild-type Cry5B from inoculation to 

harvesting, based on the idea that these variants may be expressing their protein at 

different points than the wild-type Cry5B,, as previously suggested for the Cry5B variant 

N586A (Wang, 2012).  Using Cry5B, S407C, D553N, G577A, and G643A, I took 
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Figure 3.2: Cry5B variant level 1 protein harvest – D553N, S407C, G577A, 

G643A 

Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE gel Level 1 protein harvest for the Cry5B variants 
D553N, S407C (a), G577A, G643A(b) and BSA standards. 

aliquots from the flasks at different time points, checking for crystals under the 

microscope and running the samples on a SDS-PAGE gel to check for protein expression 

(Figure 3.2).  Five aliquots were taken in M03 media starting at 48 hr; nine aliquots were 

taken in PGSM media starting at 24 hr.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

In the M03 media I observed the formation of spores and crystals from the wild 

type after 48 hr, although there were many vegetative cells present.  At 52 hr the cells 

began to lyse to release the spore/crystal mixture, and at 67 hr, there were almost no 

vegetative cells in the mixture.  The variant S407C does not seem to either move through 

this process at the same rate, as vegetative cells were present at all three time points.  The 
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variant G577A had a similar pattern to the wild-type, but at a slightly slower rate.  

However at the 67 hr time point, almost all of the cells had lysed.  Lastly, G643A was the 

most similar to wild-type, perhaps even progressing through the sporulation process at a 

faster rate, as no vegetative cells were present at the 52 hr time point.  

In the PGSM media, the time course of the wild-type Cry5B was as expected – at 

24 hr, vegetative cells are observed, and at 48 hr, sporulation is observed, with a mixture 

of cells and the beginning of cell lysis.  At the 80 hr time point, the majority of the 

mixture is spores and crystals, with some vegetative cells, and at 96 hr, almost all the 

cells have lysed.  At the 24 hr time point, S407C, G577A, and G643A all showed 

vegetative cells, while sporulation and lysis was observed in D553A.  At 48 hr, S407C 

and G643A appeared similar to wild type, with a mix of vegetative cells and the 

beginning of lysis starting to occur, while D553A and G577A already showed 

spore/crystals present in the mixture.  By the 80 hr and 96 hr time points, all four variants 

appeared to have released their spores and crystals and the majority of the vegetative cells 

have lysed. However, it appeared that the peak protein expression occurred closer to the 

96 hr time point in the PGSM media, and so the harvest time point was adjusted 

accordingly. 
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Figure 3.3: Time-course of Cry5B + select mutants 

Following the natural progression Cry5B + variants S407C, G577A, and G643A in 
M03 media at selected time-points to look at sporulation progress (a) and expression 
(b).  Following the natural progression of Cry5B + variants S407C, D553A, G577A, 
and G643A in PGSM media at selected time-points to look at both sporulation 
progress (c) and expression (d).  
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A widespread contamination issue in the lab impacted these studies. Initially, all 

nine variants from domain III were transformed, harvested, and purified out of Bacillus 

thuringiesis.  It was later determined that these were not the point variants, but all wild 

type Cry5B. Several additional control steps were added to this harvest protocol to 

address this issue: the use of mock flasks in parallel with any cultures that are being 

grown up, and sequencing directly off the resulting harvest with colony PCR to ensure 

that what was growing in the flasks is the variant or wild type of interest.   

Other issues that arose in the growing up and harvesting of the protein included 

mock flasks contaminated with wtCry5B, hardware/equipment issues (foil ripping on 

flasks; flasks cracking), issues producing a colony PCR product, and accurate 

quantification of the protein.  All of these issues were individually addressed, and 

resolved. In particular, glass flasks with commercial caps were substituted for the plastic 

flasks, solving the mock contamination and the issues with the flasks cracking.  A parallel 

experiment was conducted in these glass flasks to confirm similar yields between glass 

and plastic.   

 

3.5 Other ways to harvest out level 1 protein 

Due to the issues encountered with harvesting Cry5B level 1 protein (detailed 

above in section 3.4), I sought alternatives to the level 1 harvest protocol.  One alternative 

method was to use the truncated version of Cry5B (aa1-772) to purify the protein from E. 

coli (Hui 2012).  Cry5B is expressed in the pQE9 vector containing an N-term His-tag 

that is used to purify the protein out by use of a Ni-NTA agarose column.  The protein 

was successfully purified, but when run on an SDS-PAGE gel and stained with 
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coomassie, was found to be largely degraded (figure 3.3). Because of the uncertainty with 

regard to which bands were active, I did not pursue this or attempt to refine this technique 

any further.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A second method I looked into was collaborating with the Felgner laboratory at 

UCI and utilizing their high throughput protein expression system (Liang, 2001 ).  Due to 

the constraints of their system (max 3kb), I made a series of truncations to Cry5B (aa720, 

aa772, aa800, aa900, aa1000) and tested for changes in toxicity in the pQE9 vector in E. 

coli plate assays.  It was found that the full length (aa1245) and the aa772 versions had 

similar levels of toxicity, while the aa1000 version had only slightly less toxicity.  The 

Figure 3.4: Purification of Cry5B from E. coli 

Wild-type truncated Cry5B (aa1-772) was purified out from E. 

coli using an NTA agarose column, run on a gel, and stained 
with coomassiee.  The purified truncated Cry5B is seen at 
72kDa. 
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aa720 and aa800 versions lost a fair amount of toxicity, and the aa900 version was never 

tested (Figure 3.5a).  Because the full length Cry5B appeared to be the best option in 

terms of toxicity, I decided to see if the 3.7kb full length version could be expressed in 

their system.  The Felgner lab was able to express 4 clones in duplicate, which I 

confirmed via western blot (Figure 3.5b,c).   The reaction mixture was determined to be 

at a concentration of approximately 1.7ug/ml in a 20ul reaction volume.  To test this 

against C. elegans, I chose to utilize a 384-well plate format, and did a pre-screen with C. 

elegans and Cry5B to test the worms in this system by both picking and pipetting L4 C. 

elegans into the wells (Figure 3.5d).  I tested 2ul of the Cry5B reaction mixture in 384-

well plates against C. elegans (controls – Cry5B level 1, the negative reaction mixture, 

buffer only), and found that only the worms in the buffer only control well were healthy.  

Because there was evidently something in their procedure that remained in the reaction 

mixture and was toxic to the worms, this approach was not pursued further.   
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3.6 Assays with level 1 protein 

Moving forward, I produced enough level 1 protein of Cry5B, D553N, S407C, 

G577A, and G643A to test against C. elegans in quantitative LC-50 killing assays.  These 

assays were first set-up with just D553N and S407C so as to gain an initial read and 

optimize assay conditions.  These two variants were isolated prior to my arrival in the 

Figure 3.5: Purification of Cry5B using a high throughput protein expression system 

(a) C.elegans was exposed to different truncated versions of Cry5B and assayed for 
changes in toxicity.  (b) The full length Cry5B was expressed in the expression system – 
shown four clones in duplicate, and a positive control on the bottom line.  (c) The reaction 
mixture was run on a SDS-PAGE gel and stained with coomassie as well as probed with a 
Cry5B antibody.  (d) C. elegans were exposed to level 1 Cry5B in 384-well plates to assay 
for their reaction in this smaller system set-ups. 
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laboratory and had been shown using purified protein to be hyperactive against C. 

elegans in quantitative killing assays.  Thus, they served as a positive control.  The initial 

parameters I used were:  pH 7.3 S-media, an incubation of six days at 25°C with level 1 

protein dissolved in 20 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, at the concentrations of 48, 16, 8, 4, and 1 

ug/ml.  The protein was quantified with a nanodrop, and after the assay was set-up, the 

left over protein was run on a gel to ensure the same amount of wild-type and variant 

protein was being used (Figure 3.6a).   

I did not observe the hyperactivity that had been previously been found S407C. 

One explanation may be that previous assays used CaCl2.  Additionally, I wanted to 

investigate the effect of incubating the assay at 20°C for eight days.  Based on this 

information, I changed a few of the assay parameters as follows: pH 6.0 S-media, with 

CaCl2, with level 1 protein dissolved in 20 mM citrate buffer, pH 3.0.  Assays were set up 

with D553N and S407C level 1 protein in quadruplicate repeats at both 20°C and 25°C, 

Both these variants were more active than the wild type (Figure 3.6b,c).  The LC-50 

values of Cry5B, D553N, and S407C were 3.15, 2.21, and 1.12, respectively, with non-

overlapping confidence intervals.  Thus, I was able to confirm the results previously 

obtained in the lab. 
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Figure 3.6: C. elegans displays a dose response to pure level 1 protein 

of Cry5B(D553N) and Cry5B(S407C) in a LC-50 killing assay 

(a) Gels were run to ensure that the worms were being exposed to similar 
amounts of Cry5B and the two variants being tested.  (b) Four individual 
trials combined at 6 days at 25C.  LC-50 values with 95% confidence 
intervals as follows: Cry5B -  3.15(2.46-3.89), D553N -  2.21(1.83-2.61), 
S407C - 1.12(0.80-1.47)  (c) Four individual trials combined at 8 days at 
20°C. LC-50 values with 95% confidence intervals as follows: Cry5B – 
3.07(2.39-3.81), D553N – 2.80(2.17-3.47), S407C – 1.54(1.12-1.99). 
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I then tested two variants from my screen from domain III, G577A and G643A, 

utilizing S407C as a positive control.  S407C continued to be more active than the wild-

type, while both G577A and G643A actually displayed a reduction in toxicity as 

compared to wtCry5B (Figure 3.7).  I considered several possible explanations. First, the 

purified protein is pre-solubilized before it is added into the assay and alterations in 

solubility can alter toxicity (Wang 2012, Du 1994).  I could potentially address this by 

using spore crystal lysates or testing for solubility changes in media with different pH 

values.  A second hypothesis would be that the worms are developmentally different in 

the plate assay vs. the LC-50 assay.  Essentially, I am looking at static non-reproducing 

L4 worms vs. the L1 worms on a plate.  A third possibility is differences in expression 

levels in E. coli, in which the point mutations may increase expression levels in a way not 

accounted for in the plate assays. I could investigate this by potentially running western 

blots off the plate assays and see if expression levels are changing in these variants. 
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3.7 Harvesting of spore crystal lysates 

To address the issues with the level 1 protein, I decided to test the same variants 

instead as spore crystal lysates (SCL).  This spore/crystal mixture is very different from 

level 1 purification since no purification is involved--- merely washing of the bacterial 

Figure 3.7: Cry5B variants G577A and G643A do not appear to be 

more toxic than the wild-type Cry5B against C. elegans in LC-50 

killing assays as purified level 1 protein 

(a) Combined duplicate repeats of Cry5B, S407C, G577A, and G643A 
as level 1 protein for 6 days at 25C (b) A single trial of Cry5B, S407C, 
G577A, and G643A as level 1 protein for 8 days 20C. 
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culture pellets.  Since the variant SCL on a gel looked similar to the wild type Cry5B 

(Figure 3.8), I felt confident using the SCL to test against C. elegans in the dose-

dependent mortality assay.  In addition, only the same Cry5B wild-type that was 

harvested at the same time as the variants was used in the same LC-50 assay to compare., 

thus controlling for small variances in LC-50 assays that have been observed between 

batches of Cry5B assayed as spore crystal lysates.  The final parameters were as follows 

– 200 mL of PGSM media (supplemented with a salt solution, CaCl2, and ampicillin) was 

inoculated with a 1:20 dilution of an overnight culture of Cry5B.  Flasks were incubated 

shaking at 30°C for 96 hr, and then the SCL was harvested (full details in materials and 

methods). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Spore Crystal Lysate harvests of wtCry5B, G577A, and G643A with 

BSA standards 

Harvested SCL of Cry5B, G577A, and G643A was run on an 8% SDS-PAGE gel and 
stained with coomassie.  The banding/degradation bands were compared for similarity, 
and the protein was then quantified using the BSA standards run on the gel. 
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3.8 LC-50 assays with spore crystal lysates 

When the spore crystal lysates were tested against C. elegans in triplicate repeats, 

G577A and G643A both increased activity as compared to the wild-type (figure 3.9).  

Both curves are left-shifted, with the individual data points located below and to the left 

of the wtCry5B.  The LC-50 values of Cry5B, G577A, and G643A were 13.09, 7.78, and 

6.05 respectively, with non-overlapping confidence intervals.  Additionally, spore counts 

were comparable at 10-8 and 10-10 dilutions (Table 3.1)  I then decided to move forward 

to test all 18 variants that had been transformed into Bt in the LC-50 assay as SCL using 

a final protocol detailed out in section 3.10 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.1: CryB, G577A, G643A spore counts 

Spore counts for wild-type Cry5B, G577A, and G643A were similar at both the 10-8 and 
10-12 dilutions.  Cry5B and G643A were almost identical, and the counts of G577A were 
slightly lower.  Average of two plates/dilution. 
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In the established protocol for testing the SCL in the LC-50 assay, the protein is 

diluted in water and then added to the wells, not pre-dissolved as with the level 1 protein.  

However, I did a few preliminary tests diluting the SCL in parallel in water and 20mM 

citrate pH=3.0 (figure 3.9).  I found that when comparing these results side by side, the 

SCL of G577A and G643A that was diluted in citrate buffer was not as toxic as compared 

to the SCL of G577A and G643A diluted in water.  Besides this difference in appearance, 

there was no noticeable difference between the two.  I speculate these point mutants may 

Figure 3.9: Cry5B variants G577A and G643A are more toxic than the wtCry5B 

when tested as Spore Crystal Lysates in triplicate combined repeats in LC-50 

killing assays against C. elegans. 

G577A and G643A are more toxic than the wtCry5B. LC-50 values with 95% 
confidence intervals as follows: Cry5B – 13.09(10.88-15.90), G577A – 7.78(6.35-
9.46), G643A – 6.05(4.98-7.29). 
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have had an effect on the solubility of the protein, however, this was not further pursued 

and remains an interesting avenue to explore in the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I ran all 18 of these variants that were harvested as SCL through the LC-50 killing 

assay against C. elegans in triplicate repeats (Figure 3.10).  Each of these graphs shows 

the combined data for all three trials, in which the wild-type Cry5B was grown up and 

harvested in parallel with the variant of interest.  Each graph represents two separate 

harvests.  For the variants that are shown to be hyperactive, this increase in activity is 

observed in the individual trials in additioned to the combined data.  Although there is 

some variance seen in the level of toxicity of the protein between harvests, I found that 

the curves of the wild-type Cry5B and the variant always shift together, indicating 

Figure 3.10: SCL of Cry5B, G577A, and G643A were tested in parallel in the 

LC-50 assay diluted in water and citrate buffer 

When diluted in (a) 20mM citrate buffer pH=3.0, the SCL of variants G577A and 
G643A was found to be less toxic to the wild-type as compared to the SCL being 
diluted purely in (b) water.   
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Figure 3.11: Triplicate combined repeats of 18 Cry5B variants tested against C. 

elegans as Spore Crystal Lysates 

18 Cry5B variants tested against C. elegans in triplicate repeats in LC-50 killing assays.  
* designates a variant with an LC-50 value that is lower than the wild-type Cry5B with 
non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals. 
 

perhaps that the protein varies in its activity from batch to batch, but with parallel effects 

for the variants and the wild-type. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LC-50 values for the variants can be seen in table 3.2.  Also included are the 95% 

confidence intervals and the amount of times more active the variant is than the wild-

type.  I have observed that nine out of the eighteen tested have significant hyperactivity 

as compared to the wild-type, while nine do not display an increase (or in some cases 
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show a loss of toxicity) in activity as compared to the wtCry5B.  For those considered to 

be significantly hyperactive, it was observed that the 95% confidence intervals were non-

overlapping as calculated by probit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: LC-50 values for the 18 variants tested 

LC-50 values with their associated 95% confidence intervals as calculated by probit 
for the 18 variants tested.  Those that have non-overlapping intervals are designated 
by a * and those variants are considered to be significantly more active than the wild-
type Cry5B. 
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 One issue with these experiments is that each set of Bt was harvested at different 

times.  As seen, the variability in LC50 of wild-type Cry5B from batch to batch is 

significant.  To get around this and independently confirm my results, six of these 

putatively hyperactive mutants were simultaneously grown and harvested by another 

member of the laboratory, along with two batches of wild-type Cry5B.  Dose-dependent 

mortality assays were then carried out.  Hyper-activity was confirmed for only two of the 

six variants. One was the S407 positive control; the other was C177A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9 Discussion 

From the results of the initial screen in the plate assays, it was observed that there 

were 34 variants that displayed a phenotype that may indicate more activity than the 

wild-type Cry5B.  With regards to the LC-50 values, however, these results do not appear 

to repeat once harvested spore crystal lysates are used under these specified assay 

Figure 3.12: Independent test of six amino acid variants 

Assays carried out with a six amino acid variants all harvested simultaneously and tested 
at the same time.  S407C and C177A are the only mutants that appear hypersensitive in 
these assays. 
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conditions.  Specifically, only nine out of the 18 (50%) tested in triplicated repeats were 

hyperactive in one set of experiments.  Furthermore, when five out of nine were tested as 

SCLs independently in the laboratory in a dose-dependent mortality assay, four did not 

appear to be hypersensitive.  This brings up the question of whether the initial screen was 

a good way to search for hyperactive variants, especially since I did not test for any false 

negatives.  With regards to the initial screen, the thought process was that it would reveal 

enough variants to pursue further that showed an increase as compared to the wild-type, 

so if any variants were not identified (ex. if the mutation was made, but additional 

mutations occurred unknowingly in the sequence and therefore the variant was scored as 

a 0), there wouldn’t be a lack variants to investigate further.  

There are several hypotheses that might explain only 9/18 variants appearing 

hyperactive in the SCL test. The first one is that expression levels of the variants were 

increased relative to wild-type Cry5B upon cloning and expression in E. coli.  Therefore, 

once this variable was controlled for by use of SCL in the LC-50 assays, these variants no 

longer were more toxic compared to the wtCry5B.  A second reason could be strictly 

structure/function related.  This could include a change in activity due to the specifics of 

production or assay conditions, e.g., use of solid medium vs. liquid assay conditions 

(which would affect how the worms respond), pH of the assay environment, lack of 

stability from production in Bt vs. E. coli, or the nature of the assay itself—reproduction 

on a plate over 6 days versus mortality assays).  As previously mentioned, there are 

studies showing that changes in solubility of the protein or the conditions can affect the 

activity of crystal proteins, as well as crystal protein variants.  Additionally, the single 

amino acid change in these variants might affect the stability of the protein, leading to a 
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case in which the protein is more active, but in a spore crystal lysate form from Bt, it is 

not as stable (not crystal proteins are often packaged as crystals in E. coli as well).  

Therefore, it degrades faster in the well, and the worms are not exposed to the active, 

toxic form as long.  This could always be investigated further by testing the state of the 

SCL on day 0 of the assay, and then again 48 hours later when the assay is scored by 

running the protein on an SDS-PAGE gel (I did this for the SCL against the larval AC 

assay, not the LC-50 assay). 

From the LC-50 values, it is seen that there is a 2-3-fold increase in toxicity as 

compared to the wild-type.  While this does not appear to be as large an increase as 

suggested by the plate assays, it is actually in line with what is observed in the insect 

studies with single amino acid changes (Wu 1992, Rajamohan 1996, ).  At the same time, 

it is most likely too small an increase in toxicity to be useful in an applied context.  It is 

worth noting that multi-variant combinations could still offer the hope of finding a  >10X 

fold increase in toxicity, which would be a major step toward the overall goal of finding a 

cure for intestinal parasitic helminths.   

 The lack of repeat by independent tests in the laboratory could be indicative of the 

difficult nature of working with single mutants that have only small effects on the activity 

of the protein.  Further testing of all mutants, with the exception of S407C, is warranted 

to test their hypersensitivity.  One important item of note is that the initial screen on 

plates looks for something very different phenotypically than an LC50 assay in wells.  

The plate assay compares relative intoxication, but not killing, between the wild-type 

Cry5B and the variants.  The LC50 killing assay is looking only at alive vs. dead, and 

does not take into consideration of how sick the alive worms look.  Indeed, in the LC-50 
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assay, there were times where the worms looked sicker in one variant, but were still alive, 

a finding not accounted for in the strict output of this assay.  On the other hand, the plate 

assay does not necessarily predict that the variants are more effective at killing the 

worms, just that it makes them sicker under those conditions.  Looking down the line, 

ideally the overall goal is to use a variant to increase the efficiency of Cry5B in killing 

the parasites, so I would think the emphasis would be on killing the worms.   

 

3.10 Materials and Methods 

Subcloning into B. thuringiensis 

Cry5B variants were subcloned into the pcry5B mycogen vector using restriction 

sites located inside the Cry5B gene with the enzymes NheI and BglII.  Both the vector 

and the Cry5B variant of interest were incubated with the enzymes at 37°C for 90 min, 

and then run on a 0.8% agarose gel.  Digested DNA was isolated from the gel, and the 

vector was dephosphorylated.  Ligation was performed at a 3:1 ratio at 4°C overnight, 

and the ligation product was transformed into E. coli XL10-gold cells.  Positive 

confirmation of ligation was confirmed by sequencing off positive colony PCR clones.  

The positive colony was then plasmid prepped, and transformed into Bacillus 

thuringiensis  4D8-HD1 (non-crystal producing) via the E. coli GM2163 (Dam-) strain.  

Success was confirmed by full sequencing of the Cry5B gene in both directions. 

 

Level 1 Cry5B Protein Purification 

200mL of PGSM (peptone-glucose-salt-media) + erythromycin was inoculated 

with a fresh overnight culture of Cry5B (or variants) at a 1:50 dilution and incubated at 
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30°C shaking for 5 days.  The resulting culture was washed twice with 1M NaCl and 

twice with ddH20.  The mixture is then solubilized in 30mL of 50mM acid solubilization 

medium (tripotassium citrate and citric acid monohydrate titrated to pH=3.0)/flask, 

incubated with mild agitation for 5 min, and then spun down for 10 min at 10,000rpm.  

The supernatant is filtered through a 0.22um filter, and 1mL/flask of 1M tripotassium 

citrate is added to the supernatant to precipitate the protein.  The supernatant is left on ice 

at 4°C over night, and the precipitate is harvested (via a clinical centrifuge at 4C) and 

suspended in ddH20 the following day. 

 

Harvesting of Spore Crystal Lysates 

200mL of PGSM (peptone-glucose-salt-media) + erythromycin was inoculated 

with a fresh overnight culture of Cry5B (or variants) at a 1:50 dilution and incubated at 

30°C shaking for 4 days.  The resulting culture was washed once with 1M NaCl and 

twice with ddH20 and resuspended in 4mL of ddH20 to yield the spore crystal lysates 

(SCL).  All centrifugation steps are performed at 8000rpm for 8 min at 4°C.  The 

resulting SCL is confirmed by sequencing off colony PCR from the harvested culture.   

The resulting SCL is run on an 8% SDS-PAGE gel with BSA standards for quantification 

 

Truncated Cry5B E. coli Purification 

Truncated Cry5B(aa1-772)-pQE9 in M15 E. coli was grown overnight at 37°C to 

OD=0.6-0.8.  The culture was induced with 0.15mM IPTG for 10 hours at 25°C.  The 

bacteria were harvested by centrifugation, and then lysed by sonication in PBS. The 

supernatant was applied to a NTA agarose column, and washed with 3 volumes of wash 
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buffer (0.5M NaCl, 20mM HEPES).  Cry5B was eluted off the column with wash buffer 

supplemented with 0.5M imidazole.  The Cry5B elution was dialyzed into 50mM NaCl, 

20mM HEPES and concentrated using an Amicon ultra centrifugal filter. 

 

Coomassie Staining and imaging of Crystals 

30ul of agitated culture is pipetted onto a glass slide and fixed with heat.  

Coomassie stain (0.133% coomassie blue in 50% acetic acid) is added in abundance, and 

incubated for 10 min.  Excess stain is washed off with water, and the slides are allowed to 

air dry for 10 min.  Slides are imaged at 500x using a compound microscope. 

 

C. elegans LC-50 assays 

For level 1 protein, LC-50 killing assays were set-up with synchronized L4 stage 

C. elegans with varying concentrations of protein (48ug/ml diluted 3-fold to 1ug/ml) in a 

48-well plate in S-media (S-basil pH=6.0, trace metals, 10mM citrate buffer pH=3.0, 

3mM MgSO4, 5ug/ml cholesterol, 10mM  CaCl2) with added 8mM 5-fluorodeoxyuridine 

and OP50 OD=3.0.  Level 1 protein was quantified by nanodrop in 20mM HEPES 

pH=8.0 at 3x and 5x dilutions.  The protein was dissolved in 20mM citrate buffer 

pH=3.0, and serially diluted in 20mM citrate buffer pH=3.0.  The plate was wrapped in a 

wet paper towel and incubated for 6 days at 25C.  Worms were scored alive vs. dead 

using motility as the indicator when stimulated with an eyelash pick three times.  

Leftover level 1 protein was prepped for a gel by reducing the sample with gas and 

boiling with 2X SDS-sample buffer.  The prepared sample was then run on an 8% SDS-

PAGE gel and stained with coommassie. 
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For spore crystal lysates, quantitative LC-50 killing assays were set up with 

synchronized L4 stage C. elegans with varying concentrations of SCL (100ug/ml diluted 

3-fold to 0.3ug/ml) in a 48-well plate in S-media with added 8mM 5-fluorodeoxyuridine 

and OP50 OD=3.0. SCL protein was quantified by imageJ after running it on an 8% 

SDS-PAGE gel with BSA standards (10ug, 5ug, 2.5ug, 1.25ug).  The SCL was serially 

diluted in ddH20.  The plate was wrapped in a wet paper towel and incubated for 48 hr 

days at 25°C.  Worms were scored alive vs. dead using motility as the indicator when 

stimulated with an eyelash pick three times.  Leftover SCL was prepped for a gel by 

boiling with 2X SDS-sample buffer.  The prepared sample was then run on an 8% SDS-

PAGE gel and stained with coommassie. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

LC-50 analysis and 95% confidence intervals were determined using the program 

XL-stat./probit.  
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CHAPTER 4 

ANCYLOSTOMA CEYLANICUM EGG TO 

LARVAL E. COLI ASSAYS 

 

4.1 Summary 

Of the 34 candidate single amino acid variants of Cry5B were identified through 

the initial screen, nine were significantly more active than the wild-type in the LC-50 

killing assay. I decided to test all 34 variants against the hookworm parasite Ancylostoma 

cyelanicum to investigate how well the results of the initial screen correlated with activity 

against parasites, as well as simply to target parasites, the threat that we were ultimately 

interested in addressing. I tested all 34 Cry5B variants expressed in E. coli across the egg 

to larval stages of the hookworm A. ceylanicum, asaying for changes in activity as 

compared to the wild-type Cry5B. Once the appropriate assay conditions were 

determined, triplicate repeats were set-up and imaged for all 34 variants. Additionally, I 

quantitated expression levels assaying both the protein that went into the well with the 

worms (day 0) and the protein on the day the assay was scored (day 4). Of the 34 
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candidate variants, 13 displayed an increase in toxicity as compared to the wild-type. Of 

these, nine had expression comparable to or lower than the wild-type.  

 

4.2 Introduction 

Purified Cry5B protein is active against the hookworm A. ceylanicum in the egg 

to larval stage (Cappello, 2006). However, there was little information regarding the 

response of worms to E. coli expressing Cry5B. Since the 34 variants of interest were in 

E. coli, and A. ceylanicum eggs are readily available, I tested all 34 in E. coli on the egg 

to larval stage of this nematode. Because the LC-50 assays did not use a parasitic system, 

and I included all 34 variants to ensure that something of interest would not be missed. I 

also hypothesized that these variants might have displayed a hyperactive phenotype on 

the C. elegans in the E. coli plate assay purely due to increased expression levels. By 

investigating expression levels on the E. coli cultures being directly used in this assay, I 

hoped to eliminate variants that showed an increase in expression as compared to the 

wild-type, and only move forward with the variants that displayed both an increase in 

activity and comparable (or lower) expression as compared to the wild-type Cry5B.  

 

4.3 A. ceylanicum larvae are sensitive to Cry5B in E. coli 

To test these variants on a parasite, I first worked with the mouse intestinal 

roundworm, Heligosmoides polygyrus, previously shown to be sensitive to Cry5B in vivo 

(Hu, 2010). I made toxin plates following the same parameters as established in chapter 

2, but left the percentage of E. coli expressing Cry5B at 100%. Forty newly hatched H. 

polygyrus nematodes were seeded per plate, and images were taken on day 11 (Figure 
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4.1). No difference was seen between Cry5B and empty vector, or Cry5B and either of 

the two variants tested, G643A and N656A. In looking at the worms on the plate, it was 

inconclusive if the worms were ingesting the bacteria and growing up. Rather than 

altering the assay parameters, I chose to use a different parasite to assay these variants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: E. coli expressing Cry5B and variants against larval Heligosmoides 

polygyrus 

Larval H. polygyrus L1 were seeded on plates containing E. coli expressing the empty 
vector, wild-type Cry5B, or two Cry5B variants, G643A and N656A at 100%. No 
difference was observed between any of the experimental conditions, indicating a 
different system or a change in assay conditions was necessary. 
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I switched to a well-based assay against the hookworm A. ceylanicum, and 

initially tested only two Cry5B variants to see if this system could be optimized to test all 

34 variants of interest. I tested against the egg to larval stage of the hookworm A. 

ceylanicum because previous data supported the activity of Cry5B against this worm 

(Capello 2006), and the eggs from this worm are readily available in large quantities to 

test in the lab. It was known that the larval stage of A. ceylanicum was sensitive to the 

Cry5B protein, but the specific details of the assay needed to be worked out.  

I initially worked to establish a dose response with the wild-type Cry5B against 

the egg to larval A. ceylanicum. An assay was set-up using Cry5B in the pQE80 vector in 

XL10 gold cells at 100%, 50% and 25% while varying the IPTG concentrations (0.05 

mM, 0.1 mM, and 0.5 mM), and induction times (3 hr and 6 hr at 30°C) to find a 

condition that would show a dose response in the worms as a result of toxin exposure. No 

difference was observed between the wild type Cry5B and the vector only control in any 

of the conditions. I next tested Cry5B in the pQE9 vector in OP50 E. coli at the same 

IPTG concentration and toxin percentages as tested above. In this assay, a dose response 

was observed in the worms at the 0.5 mM IPTG with 6hr induction (Figure 4.2). I used 

these parameters in moving forward with this assay. 
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Figure 4.2: Dose response of A. ceylanicum to Cry5B expressing OP50 in 

pQE9 vector 

The hookworm A. ceylanicum displays a dose response to Cry5B expressed in 
the pQE9 vector in OP50 bacteria. As the percentage of Cry5B in the well 
increases, so does the observed toxicity – the worms are smaller, paler, and 
have reduced motility.  
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The conditions established at this point were as follows: Approximately 10 A. 

ceylanicum eggs were placed in a 96-well plate with Cry5B in pQE9/OP50 at OD=3.0 

induced with 0.5 mM IPTG for 6 hr at 30°C. Once these conditions were established, I 

tested the two Cry5B variants already known in the lab for hyperactivity against A. 

ceylanicum. At the 25% concentration, both D553N and S407C showed greater toxicity 

than the wild-type Cry5B. The worms had a reduction in size, color, and motility. The 

wild-type Cry5B was in turn distinguishable from the vector control. The vector control 

worms were robust and healthy and displayed a normal, predictive sinusoidal movement 

(figure 4.3).  
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4.4 Optimization of the egg to larval A. ceylanicum assay 

Based on these results, I next wanted to assay all 34 hyperactive variants in the A. 

ceylanicum egg to larval assay within the E. coli system. However, since all the variants 

were currently stored in E. coli XL-10 gold cells in the pQE80 vector, I went back to see 

Figure 4.3: Cry5B variants D553N and S407C are more toxic than the 

wild-type Cry5B against A. ceylanicum when expressed in E. coli 

At a 25% concentration of Cry5B variant diluted out with the pQE9 vector 
control in OP50, both D553N and S407C were more active against A. 

ceylanicum as compared to the wild-type.  
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Figure 4.4: Testing of various conditions in the pQE80 vector in XL10-gold E. coli  

No difference was observed between any of the experimental conditions or any of the 
controls in these assay conditions (6 hr induction at 30°C with 0.5mM IPTG in the pQE80 
vector in XL10-gold cells). 

 

if I could optimize the assay to test the variants in this state. The first set of conditions I 

tested an induction of 6 hr with 0.5 mM IPTG at 30°C at 100%, 50%, and 25% 

concentrations of toxin. No difference was observed between the bacteria control, vector 

control, the wtCry5B control, or the two variants of S407C and G643A (figure 4.4), and 

all worms were observed to be healthy and developing as predicted if no toxin were 

present. 
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I identified two parameters – bacteria volume, and addition of OP50 – that I could 

alter in seeking experimental conditions that would allow this system to be of use. I tested 

both 7.5 ul and 15 ul of bacteria expressing wild-type Cry5B (at 100% induced with 0.5 

mM IPTG for 6 hr at 30°C). I hypothesized that increasing the number of bacteria in the 

well would also increase the amount of Cry5B to which the worms had access and thus 

potential compensate for suboptimal expression. I used pQE9/OP50-Cry5B as a positive 

control to ensure that the worms were sensitive to Cry5B in these assay conditions, and 

that the particular batch of A. ceylanicum eggs was in fact sensitive to Cry5B. Once 

again, no difference was observed between the pQE80 control and the Cry5B-pQE80 in 

the XL-10 gold cells with either varying amount of bacteria added, or when small 

amounts of OP50 were added (Figure 4.5). A small amount of OP50 was added to the 

wells, hypothesizing that since these worms are more prone to eating OP50 over the 

XL10-gold cells, a small amount of OP50 could be introduced to each well to increase 

the feeding, and potentially increase the uptake of the Cry5B expressing XL10-gold cells. 

The positive control displayed activity against the worms. 
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Figure 4.5: Testing of various conditions in the pQE80 vector in XL10-gold 

E. coli – alteration of bacteria conditions and volumes 

None of the changes introduced into the pQE80-XL10-gold Cry5B system 
produced a set of conditions that showed activity against the egg to larval A. 

ceylanicum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next set of parameters investigated was induction conditions. I altered 

induction time (3 hr and 6 hr), induction temperature (30°C and 37°C), and IPTG 

concentration (0.05 mM, 0.1 mM, 0.5 mM, 1 mM, 5 mM). This assay was set up with 

one well/per condition, with 100% of the bacteria being Cry5B-pQE80/XL10-gold, and 
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the same conditions were run on Cry5B-pQE9/OP50 in parallel (figure 4.6). While all of 

the Cry5B/pQE9-OP50 conditions proved to be toxic to the worms, none of the induction 

conditions assayed for the Cry5B-pQE80/XL10-gold system were observed to be toxic. 

At this point, I concluded that it was either the pQE80 vector or the XL10-gold cells that 

were the limiting factor in the success of this assay.  
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Figure 4.6: Testing of various conditions in the pQE80 vector in XL10-gold E. 

coli – alteration of induction conditions (time, temperature, and IPTG 

concentration) 

(a) Varying the IPTG concentration, the temperature, and the induction time in the 
Cry5B-pQE80/XL10-gold cells did nothing to show activity against the egg to larval 
A. ceylanicum assay. (b) All conditions in the Cry5B-pQE9/OP50 cells showed 
activity in the egg to larval A. ceylanicum assay. (c) Vector only controls – OP50, 
pQE9/OP5, XL-10-gold, pQE80/XL10-gold 
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I tested Cry5B expression in the four separate Cry5B vector/E. coli systems – 

pQE80/XL10-gold, pQE80/OP50, pQE9/XL10-gold, and pQE9/OP50 (figure 4.7). Not 

surprisingly, toxicity correlated with Cry5B expression, which is dependent upon both 

the vector used and the E. coli strain. Specifically, both the Cry5B in pQE9/OP50 and 

pQE80/OP50 showed toxic effects on the worms, while having the highest expression out 

of the four different combinations respectively. Cry5B in pQE9/XL10-gold showed 

reduced expression, and reduced toxicity, and Cry5B in pQE80/XL10-gold showed very 

low levels of expression, and no toxicity. pQE9 displays higher expression of Cry5B than 

the pQE80 vector system, which would be expected since the pQE9 vector system is not 

as tightly regulated. Also, XL10-gold cells express lower levels than OP50, which is also 

expected given that they are a cell type designed for difficult subcloning, not expression.  
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Figure 4.7: Cry5B expression in the four separate bacteria/vector system 

combinations with OP50, XL10-gold, pQE80, and pQE9 

The toxicity observed in the worms in these four systems correlate back to the expression 
levels observed. While pQE90/OP50 was observed to be the highest expressing and most 
toxic, the system of pQE80/OP50 was also determined to show high enough activity 
against the egg to larval A. ceylanicum, thus making this system the most adaptable and 
useful for testing all 34 variants of interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I chose to move forward with the Cry5B-pQE80/OP50 system. The level of 

toxicity observed was sufficient to detect clear toxic effects on the worms. Furthermore, 

transforming all 34 variants into these bacteria was efficient and simple. This system was 

subsequently confirmed using dilutions at 100%, 50%, and 25% (figure 4.8) to show that 

the larval A. ceylanicum display a dose response to the decreasing amounts of Cry5B 
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present in the well. The final, detailed assay parameters are described below in section 

3.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Expression levels 

Unlike the initial Cry5B screen, I assessed expression levels in this assay to see if 

any of the point variants had a change in expression as compared to the wild-type. I 

established the conditions for the western blot using wild-type Cry5B and an internal E. 

coli loading control, sigma70 (Hu 2010). I assayed for changes in Cry5B expression by 

varying IPTG concentrations (un-induced, 0.05 mM, 0.1 mM, 0.5 mM). Changes in 

Cry5B expression were observed in conjunction with the increase in IPTG, but no 

changes were observed in expression of the sigma70 control (figure 4.9). 

 

Figure 4.8: Dose response of larval A. ceylanicum to Cry5B expressed in 

pQE80/OP50 

A clear toxic dose response was observed on the larval A. ceylanicum to Cry5B 
expressed in pQE80/OP50 with varying percentages of Cry5B in each well. The wells 
consisted of 100ul volume of media with 7.5ul of E. coli epxressing Cry5B. The assay 
was incubated at 25°C for 96hr. 
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4.6 Testing of the 34 hyperactive variants 

Of the 34 hyperactive variants from the screen, 30 were tested in the egg to larval 

A. ceylanicum assay in triplicate repeat with associated western blots (figure 4.10). 

Disregarding the western blot results, of the 30 variants tested, 13 display a phenotype 

that indicates that they may be more active than the wild-type Cry5B. 

For the 12 that did not show an increase in activity, five had no detectable protein 

expression, and therefore no conclusion can be drawn. For seven variants, there was no 

obvious increase in activity on the worms as compared to wild-type, or the potential 

increase in activity was so subtle that no conclusion could be drawn with regards to 

Figure 4.9: Establishing conditions for expression levels in the egg to 

larval A. ceylanicum assay 

Changes in Cry5B expression were observed in conjunction with the 
increase in IPTG, but no changes were observed in sigma70 expression. 
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hyperactivity. Such a result may be simply an artifact of the system used (pQE80/OP50), 

or these variants may not have the same effects on these worms as they do on C. elegans. 

Of the 13 variants that showed a potential increase in activity (S407C, H435A, H332A, 

H277A, C177A, T167A, Q382A, N656A, N638A, I640A, C316A, S534A, E248A), four 

had a clear increase in expression as compared to the wild-type Cry5B (H435A, H332A, 

S534A, E248A), while the other nine had expression that was comparable to the wild-

type Cry5B. However, I could not conclude that the increased activity of any particular 

variant reflected increased expression, no variants were discarded simply due to an 

observed increase in expression levels. 

Overall, the results of this assay and the LC-50 assay was used to narrow down 

from 34 variants to eleven to pursue in further testing (figure 4.11). Of these eleven, four 

did not show increased activity against C. elegans on a dose basis (Table 3.1). Close 

examination of the figure, however, reveals that perhaps four of the mutants, N656, 

C177, H277, and S407 have potential to be hyperactive given relative expression patterns 

of the protein in E. coli and efficacy against the egg-to-larval stages. Of these, all but 

N656 were hyperactive in C. elegans on a dose basis. A number of these hyperactives are 

present at higher levels (higher expression or stability), at least to some extent (S534A, 

E248A, I678A, H332A, Q435A). 
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Figure 4.10: Thirty variants were tested against egg to larval A. ceylanicum in 

triplicate repeats 

Each assay is a representation of triplicate repeats of 30 Cry5B single point variants 
tested against the A. ceylanicum egg to larval stage worms. Western blots were 
assayed for at day 0 and day 4 to investigate changes in protein expression.  
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Figure 4.11: The 11 variants of interest that will be used for future testing 

These 11 variants of interest were narrowed down due to a combination of looking 
at the results from the LC-50 assays and the egg to larval A. ceylanicum assays. 
Additionally, expression levels were assayed for in the samples on the day of the 
assay set-up, as well as 4 days later when the pictures were taken. 
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4.7 Discussion 

While all four different vector/E. coli combinations tested express Cry5B at some 

level, there is clearly a minimum threshold of expression that needs to be reached in order 

for the worms to become visibly intoxicated. The expression is not solely dependent on 

either the vector or the E. coli strain used, but instead on a combination of both. It was 

observed that OP50 bacteria tend to have the highest expression overall with both 

vectors, and the pQE9 vector’s lack of strict control as opposed to the pQE80 vector 

allows for a higher expression in the XL10-gold E. coli to observe a visible intoxication 

effect on the larval hookworms. Because I had all 34 variants in the pQE80 vector in 

XL10-gold cells, this information was useful in ultimately deciding in which system to 

test these variants. It is also worth noting that expression levels in E. coli are not 

consistent between the mutants. It is clear based on my work that: 1) some form of 

quantitation of the egg-to-larval assay including multiple doses is needed; and 2) some 

form of quantitation of the bacterial expression is needed.  

This was the first round of testing of the hyperactive variants from the screen 

against a parasitic roundworm. From these results, a few variants were identified that 

were more active than the wild-type Cry5B against the larval A. ceylanicum when 

expressed in E. coli. Even after setting aside those that displayed no expression, many 

variants did not show an increase in activity compared to wild-type Cry5B. This may 

reflect biological differences between A. ceylanicum and C. elegans in the way they 

interact with the protein. I would have predicted that not all variants screened in the C. 

elegans system would display the same hyperactive phenotype on the hookworms, and 

this observation is not surprising. Although both worms are in clade V, there are 
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differences between these two worms that could contribute to how they are affected by 

the different Cry variants. In these assays, I did not test any of the variants that did not 

appear hyperactive in the initial screen, so there is the possibility that something of 

interest in the larval A. ceylanicum assays was missed due to initially screening on C. 

elegans. Additionally, this assay targets the larval stage of the A. ceylanicum hookworms. 

This developmental state is easy to assay in a laboratory due to the easy of obtaining eggs 

in large quantities, but ultimately it does not target the stage of the worms that would be 

actively treaded in an infection. Therefore, this assay does not show if the larval and adult 

worms have different sensitivities to the Cry5B variants. The outstanding question lingers 

of whether these variants are more active than the wild-type in a setting that has potential 

future clinical application. 

I used the results from this assay in conjunction with the LC-50 data to narrow 

down the variants to a smaller sub pool to carry on with further testing against the 

hookworms as spore crystal lysates. The criteria that were considered initially was to 

identify the variants that stood out dramatically from either one of the assays 

individually, even if not observed in both assays. From there, variants that displayed a 

lesser degree of hyperactivity, but observed in both assay, were selected to move forward. 

Based on this criteria, I narrowed down my initial list of 34 variants to 11 variants to 

continue to investigate. Within these 11, four of them stood out from the rest, with three 

of those statistically more active in the C. elegans killing assays. 

 

4.8 Materials and Methods 

Isolation of A. ceylanicum eggs 
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Adult Golden Syrian hamsters were gavaged with 150 third-stage (L3i) A. 

ceylanicum infectious larvae. Feces was collected between days 18-30 post-infection (pi) 

for egg isolation. 30mL of 15% 1 M NaCl was added to 5g of feces, incubated for 30min, 

strained through a mesh strainer, and repeated. The flow-through was centrifuged at 

3000g for 5min, and the supernatant was collected. This was then split into two 50 mL 

conical tubes, brought up to 50 mL with H20, and spun at 3000g for 5 min. The resulting 

pellets were resuspended in 5 mL 30% sucrose, and centrifuged 3000g 5 min. The 

supernatant was transferred to a new 15 mL conical tube, brought up to 15 mL volume 

with H20, and centrifuged 3000g for 5 min. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 4.5 

mL H20. 500mL bleach was added for 1 min with mild agitation. Following the bleach 

step, five water washes at 2200g for 2 min were performed, and the final egg mixture was 

suspended in S-media. 

 

Egg to larval A. ceylanicum Assays with E. coli expressing Cry5B 

E. coli OP50 expressing Cry5B cultures in the pQE80 vector were diluted from a 

fresh overnight culture at a 1:10 dilution in LB with ampicillin and allowed to shake at 

250 rpm for an hour at 37°C. Cultures were induced with 0.5 mM IPTG for six hours 

shaking at 250 rpm at 30°C. Twenty A. ceylanicum eggs were added to a 96-well plate 

containing 7.5 ul of the induced E. coli expressing Cry5B at OD=3.0 (tested at 100%, 

50%, and 25%), and S-media (S-basil pH=6.0, trace metals, 10 mM citrate buffer 

pH=3.0, 3 mM MgSO4, 5ug/ml cholesterol, 10 M CaCl2). Plates were incubated at 25°C 

for four days, scored visually, and imaged to compared the variants to the wild-type 

Cry5B on the basis of size, motility, and coloration.  
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Western Blots on E. coli expressing Cry5B 

E. coli culture expressing Cry5B on days 0 and 4 was isolated, normalized to 

OD=3.0, and resuspended in 1X SDS loading buffer. Samples were run on an 8% gel, 

and blotted with a Cry5B antibody 1:1000. Following exposure primary exposure, blots 

were stripped and then probed with sigma70 1:5000 (E. coli internal loading control).  
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CHAPTER 5  

ELEVEN CRY5B VARIANTS HYPERACTIVE 

AS SPORE CRYSTAL LYSATES AGAINST A. 

CEYLANICUM 

 

5.1 Summary 

Thirty-four candidate hyperactive variants were identified from the initial screen, 

and narrowed down to 11 putative candidates through LC-50 testing against C. elegans 

and assays in E. coli against A. ceylanicum larvae. These 11 variants were then run 

through two assays against hookworms as spore crystal lysates: the egg to larval A. 

ceylanicum assay and an adult A. ceylanicum assay. From here, I selected six of the most 

promising single variant candidates from the data to test in vivo against A. ceylanicum at 

a single dose of 6 mg/kg. This not only provided insight into which single variants 

potentially are more active against a parasite in a host system, but also provided 
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additional information on how we can best predict in vivo activity of Cry5B based on the 

current assays we have in the lab. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

From the initial alanine scan, I identified 34 candidate hyperactive variants that I 

investigated further in quantitative LC-50 assays against C. elegans as SCL for 18 of 

them and qualitative A. ceylanicum larval assays in E. coli with 30 of them. My goal was 

to test the variants against the parasites in a quantitative, comparable way. Thirty-four 

variants was a larger number to test against the parasites, so I narrowed it down based on 

the information from the previous assays, as previously mentioned. From these results, 11 

variants were chosen to investigate further.  

Several assays were already worked out in the lab to test the spore crystal lysates 

of these 11 variants against A. ceylanicum, each having both positive aspects and 

drawbacks (Cappello 2006). Spore crystal lysates can be used as the drug component in 

the established egg to larval assay. Appealing aspects of this assay include that A. 

ceylanicum eggs are easy to access and isolate in large quantities. However, testing 

occurs in an artificial system with worms that are free-living rather than in a host. 

Additional drawbacks are that the assay is not quantitative as executed here (quantitative 

egg to larval assays with parasites can be accomplished by reporting the percentage that 

develop to the L3i stage), and that we don’t know how testing against larval stages 

correlates to treating the adult stage worms in a human or animal.  

The second assay is testing spore crystal lysates against adult hookworms in vitro. 

Advantages of this assay include testing against the actual stage of the worm that would 
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be treated. Also, it is a quantitative assay that we can analyze statistically (assaying for 

motility on an ordinal scale). Drawbacks are the lack of availability of the adult parasite, 

the fact that the number of healthy, robust worms isolated from a single hamster is 

variable, and the lack of information on how the artificial in vitro system affects the 

worm-drug interaction in a way that could potentially correlate with in vivo efficacy.  

The third assay would be to test spore crystal lysates in the in vivo hamster-A. 

ceylanicum system. Advantages of this are testing the protein in an animal model system 

with all associated variables in a quantitative manner. However, larger scale hamster 

experiments are tedious, there are vital variables that we are unable to control (ensuring 

robust infections), and there is the ethical issue of testing many variants of uncertain 

efficacy on animals (Cappello 2006). 

The ultimate goal would be to identify a variant that would have a significant 

increase in toxicity in vivo. One of the large challenges in approaching this was that we 

do not, at this time, have a predictive in vitro assay for in vivo efficacy. Based off this 

information, I decided to test these 11 variants in the egg to larval assay and the adult 

assay as spore crystal lysates, and then use the resulting data to narrow down the 11 to a 

smaller handful of variants to test in vivo.  

 

5.3 Egg to larval A. ceylanicum assays with Cry5B spore crystal lysates 

The basic parameters of the A. ceylanicum larval assay have been previously 

worked out (chapter 4), but the specific doses to use in this assay were not determined. 

Initially, I tested a wide range of concentrations, which I then narrowed down to a 

smaller range of three-fold dilutions from 11 ug/mL down to 0. 1ug/mL. These doses 
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were then tested on the wild-type Cry5B, S407C, and G643A (figure 5.1a). From these 

results, the two highest doses were found to be too toxic for use in this assay – the worms 

were highly intoxicated, and no difference was observed between the wild-type and the 

hyperactive variants. For the lower range of doses, the 1 ug/mL dose did not produce a 

strong toxicity effect of Cry5B. I then fleshed out the doses in this region between 1 

ug/mL and 3 ug/mL, and tested in the range of 3 ug/mL to 0.6 ug/mL, diluting 1.5x 

(Figure 5.1b). Here, it was observed that both 3u g/mL and 2 ug/mL were revealing 

concentrations, in that Cry5B, G643A, and S407C showed toxicity to the worm, with 

both G643A and S407C displaying an increase over the wild-type Cry5B. To finalize the 

assay conditions, I included doses on the high and low ends of this concentration range 

that would allow for potential changes and small fluctuations within the assay and 

between the variants. Additionally, these high/low doses would be controls for this 

system, confirming both the activity of the Cry5B and the health of the isolated worms. 

HD1, a strain of Bacillus thuringiensis that produces spores with no crystals (Cry-), was 

used as a negative control. 

A repeat confirmation of these parameters was conducted, adding in two 

additional variants (C177A and E248A), and making small adjustments to the doses 

tested (figure 5.1c). In this confirmation repeat, increases in activity were observed with 

all four variants of S407C, G643A, E248A, and C177A, specifically at the doses of 0.57 

ug/mL and 0.23 ug/mL. While this increase was observed, this preliminary conclusion is 

the result of a descriptive observation, as opposed to definitive quantifiable data, within 

these parameters of this assay. In this single trial, C177A appeared to be dramatically 

more active at all doses as compared to the wild-type. As with the LC-50 C. elegans 
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assays, protein gels were run with the leftover SCL that went into the wells, and stained 

with coomassie to confirm that equal quantities of protein were being used for each 

variant. 
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Figure 5.1: Egg to larval A. ceylanicum on Cry5B variant spore crystal lysates 

(a) A. ceylanicum hookworms are sensitive to spore crystal lyastes from Cry5B, 
S407C, and G643A, but the doses do not seem to be optimized to see a potential 
difference between these variants. (b) The doses of both 3ug/ml and 2ug/ml seemed 
ideal to observe sensitivity of the larval A. ceylanicum to the wild-type Cry5B, and 
increased sensitivity of the hookworms to both S407C and G643A. (c) Dose 
concentrations were finalized in the SCL larval A. ceylanicum assay, with increases 
in activity observed as opposed to wtCry5B in S407C, G643A, C177A, and 
E248A, specifically at the doses of 0.57ug/mL and 0.23ug/mL.  
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I next tested the 11 variants in triplicate repeats in this SCL egg to larval A. 

ceylanicum assay. Figure 5.2 shows images of a single trial that is representative of what 

was observed in the repeats. In this assay, all 11 variants behaved slightly different from 

each other. The variants that stood out across all repeats as being consistently and 

noticeably hyperactive at one or more doses were S407C, G643A (although observed to 

be less active than wild-type at some doses as well), H332A, Q435A, and C177A. 

Among these five variants, there were different levels of activity at the different doses. 

Specifically, C177A was observed to be more active than the wild type at all five doses 

tested, and was clearly the most active of the 11 variants tested here. For some variants, 

like G643A, hyperactivity was observed at only one or two doses, while for others, like 

S407C, hyperactivity was observed across two or three doses. Variants G577A, N656A, 

and S534A appeared to be more active in only two out of the three repeats. In order to 

help draw more conclusive results on these variants, the assay was set-up and imaged a 

fourth time. Although the assay appears to have a level of inherent variability that will be 

addressed in section 5, this fourth repeat confirmed and provided confidence in the 

hyperactivity in this assay of the variants S407C, G643A, C177A, E248A, G577A, and 

S534A. 
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Figure 5.2: Eleven Cry5B variants tested as SCL in the egg to larval A. ceylanicum 

assay 

11 of the Cry5B variants were tested against the egg to larval A. ceylanicum in a dose 
dependent manner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the final variants, I678A looked convincingly hyperactive in a single assay, 

inconclusive in a second, and not in a third, making it hard to draw definite conclusions 

about the behavior of this specific variant against the larval stage of this hookworm. 

H277A was not observed to be hyperactive in any of the repeats. One limitation of this 

assay is that it is not a quantitative assay. Although using spore crystal lysates allows a 
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side-by-side comparison of the variants, it is still a comparison of the observed 

phenotypes, and does not provide a way to statistically conclude that one variant is more 

active than the wild-type. 

 

5.4 Adult A. ceylanicum assays with Cry5B spore crystal lysates 

The basic parameters of the adult A. ceylanicum assays have been established 

(Cappello 2006), but as with the previous assay, the appropriate concentration of Cry5B 

spore crystal lysates to be used needed to be determined and optimized. For this assay, I 

wanted to test a single discriminating dose because adult worms are not as readily 

available as eggs, and therefore a dose response was not a practical choice under these 

conditions. Based on the previous studies in the lab, I hypothesized that 1 ug/mL dose 

would enable me to see a moderate Cry5B effect while leaving room for any potential 

increase in activity from the variants . Because this dose was a prediction, I also went up 

and down 3-fold to include 0.3 ug/mL and 3 ug/mL to widen the scope. Initial tests were 

conducted using G577A and G643A against adult A. ceylanicum worms (figure 5.3) in 

triplicate repeats. From these combined results, there is no significant difference between 

the wild-type Cry5B and G643A or G577A at the 0.3 ug/mL dose. At the higher 1 ug/mL 

dose, both G577A and G643A show an increase in activity at all time points tested as 

compared to the wt Cry5B (p=0.019 and p=0.018, respectively, with a one way ANOVA 

with repeated measures). At the highest dose of 3 ug/ml, only G643A (p=0.048) displays 

an increase in activity as compared to the wtCry5B, while G577A is not significant. I 

believe the 3 ug/ml does to be too toxic to discern between the wild-type and any variants 

with a potential increase in activity. I did not pursue a dose up to identify a max out 
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toxicity point, since my goal was to identify a single dose at which to test the 11 different 

variants. 

I concluded that the 1 ug/ml dose was the best single concentration with which to 

move forward with the eleven variants of interest in the adult A. ceylanicum assays. My 

previous data supports hypersensitivity being different at different doses for different 

variants, but I believe a single dose to test at was best in this case. Due to the limitations 

of adult A. ceylanicum, there was not the opportunity to do a dose curve to investigate 

multiple doses for 11 different variants. Additionally, since this dose was observed to be 

low enough to not kill all of the wild type, but high enough to observe some killing, I 

hypothesized that anything with a significant effect on toxicity would be detectable in 

this assay at this one dose.  
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I tested the 11 variants of interest in this assay in triplicate repeats at the 1ug/mL 

dose (figure 5.4). From these results, six out of the 11 are significantly more toxic at a 

single dose of 1ug/ml in triplicate combined repeats as compared to the wild type Cry5B 

against the adult stage A. ceylanicum when analyzing with one way ANOVA with 

repeated measures. As with previous assays, SDS-PAGE gels were run and coomassie 

Figure 5.3: Cry5B, G557A and G643A were tested as spore crystal lysates against 

adult A. ceylanicum at 0.3 ug/ml, 1 ug/ml and 3 ug/ml 

From this set of preliminary assays, it was determined that the if only testing a single 
dose against adult A. ceylanium, that the dose of 1 ug/mL was the single best dose to 
use, due to the wild-type having a moderate effect on the worms, while still leaving 
room for hyperactive variants to potentially have an increase in toxicity effect, as seen 
here with G577A and G643A. 
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stained with the protein used in that specific assay to verify and demonstrate equal 

protein being added to the wells, and to confirm that the quantification efforts were 

correct and precise. S534A (p=0.0004) was the only variant with a p value < 0.001. 

S407C (p=0.0021), E248A (p=0.0015), and I678A (p=0.0011) all had p values < 0.01, 

while G643A (p=0.0331) and G577A (p=0.0337) have a p value < 0.5. Of the other five 

variants tested, C177A and H277A appear to be very similar to the wild-type, while 

N656A, Q435A, and H332A might have some small hyperactive effect, but not one of 

statistical significance. 
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From this set of data from the adult assays, in combination with the larval assays 

and the LC-50s, six variants stood out. The parameters used to determine this included: 

initially looking at the adult assays to narrow down from the 11 tested, specifically 

looking at variants that were fast hitting in the assay, more active than wild type, more 

active at each time point, and also showed to be more active in the LC-50s. These six 

Figure 5.4: Eleven Cry5B variants tested against adult A. ceylanicum as spore 

crystal lysates at 1ug/mL 

From the 11 variants tested against adult A. ceylanicum as spore crystal lysate, 6 of 
them were statistically significant through analysis with ANOVA with repeated 
measures. * p<0.5; ** p<0.1; *** p<0.01 
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Figure 5.5: Six Cry5B variants tested against adult A. ceylanicum as spore 

crystal lysates at 3 ug/mL 

Out of the three variants tested at 3 mg/kg in triplicate repeats (S407C, G643A, and 
G577A), both S407C and G643A demonstrated to be significantly more active as 
compared to the wild-type Cry5B when using ANOVA with repeated measures. In 
single trails, both C177A and E248A looked to potentially be hyperactive at the dose 
of 3 ug/mL, while S534A looked comparable to the wtCry5B. * p<0.5; ** p<0.1 

 

variants that were chosen for further testing were: S407C, G643A, C177A, E248A, 

G577A, and S534A. All were tested at least once at the 3ug/ml dose in the adult A. 

ceylanicum assay (Figure 5.5). Results show that two out of the six appear to be 

significantly more active at 3 ug/ml, but it should be noted that while the G577A, G643A 

(p=0.19), and S407C (p=0.005) results are from triplicate repeats, the other variants 

(S534A, E248A, C177A) are single-trial experiments. 
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5.5 In vivo assays 

Ultimately, my goal was to identify a Cry5B single point mutant with increased 

activity in vivo. Since G643A was one of the first variants identified and confirmed, a 

small in vivo experiment was initially conducted to see if it was more active in a parasite-

host system. I assisted with a small pilot in vivo experiment (in this experiment, I 

specifically prepped the samples for testing) performed by members of the Aroian lab 

with G643A at a dose of 3mg/kg with three hamsters/group (n=3) infected with A. 

ceylanicum. The wild-type Cry5B was tested at 1 mg/kg, 3 mg/kg, and 9 mg/kg (figure 

5.6). Only the 9 mg/kg dose of Cry5B showed a significant reduction in worm burden 

compared to the HD1 spore only control (p=0.04). Although there appears to be a 

reduction in worm burden in the G643A dose, it is not statistically significant. However, 

this experiment must be taken with caution, since the Cry5B and the G643A were 

harvested from separate batches, and small differences in toxicity may be attributed to the 

innate variation that I have observed occurring in assays from different harvests.  
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Figure 5.6: Preliminary in vivo testing of G643A against A. ceylanicum in hamsters 

G643A was tested at a single dose of 3mg/kg in a preliminary in vivo test against 
hamsters infected with A. ceylanicum but did not significantly reduce the worm burden 
s compared to the wild-type Cry5B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the reasons Cry5B is so promising as a future antihelmintic is that there 

are no observed ill-effects on vertebrates, due to the receptor for this protein being an 

invertebrate specific glycolipid receptor (Griffitts 2005). Additionally, crystal proteins 

have been studied in depth for years due to their application in agriculture. However, 

there is always the possibility that a single mutation might alter the receptor binding, and 

thus alter its safety profile. To test this, I utilized the bre-4 mutant C. elegans, which are 

deficient in a glycosyltransferase enzyme and cannot make the Cry5B receptor (Griffitts 

2003). As a result, the worms are unable to be intoxicated by Cry5B. I tested G643A 
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Figure 5.7: G643A tested against bre-4 C. elegans 

G643A was tested against bre-4(ye13) and wild-type C. elegans in a well based assay 
at two fixed doses of 100ug/mL and 11ug/ml to demonstrate that this single point 
mutant had no effect on the Cry5B receptor, as seen through the resistance of the bre-
4 worms to this mutant protein. 

 

against bre-4 (ye13) worms in an LC-50 well based assay at two fixed doses of 100 

ug/mL and 11 ug/mL. I found that like the wild-type Cry5B, these worms showed no 

signs of intoxication at any of the doses tested (figure 5.7). Additionally, the wild-type 

Cry5B showed toxic effects to the wild-type C. elegans, and G643A was hyperactive as 

compared to the wild-type. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next in vivo assay was performed by members of the Aorian lab with my 

assistance (I specifically prepped the samples, assisted with fecal collection and counting, 

and assisted with euthanizing the hamsters, and the isolation of the intestines and 

counting of the hookworm burden) with Cry5B, G643A, and S407C from the same 

harvest batch, with 4 hamsters/group at two doses of 3 mg/kg and 9 mg/kg. 3 mg/kg is 

considered to be a sub-therapeutic dose, while the 9 mg/kg would be predicted to reduce 
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Figure 5.8: In vivo testing of G643A and S407C at two doses of 3 mg/kg and 9 mg/kg 

Cry5B, G643A, and S407C were tested in vivo against A. ceylanicum at the doses of 3 
mg/kg and 9 mg/kg. Neither variant at either dose displayed a significant decrease in (a) 
worm burden or (b) eggs per grams of feces as compared to the wild type Cry5B. 

 

the worm burden (Hu 2012) (figure 5.8). From the data, the 3 mg/kg dose of Cry5B 

shows an increase in worm burden as compared to the HD1 control (not significantly), 

but this is actually a common trend observed in the hamster-A. ceylanicum system at the 

lower/sub-therapeutic doses. It has been hypothesized that this low dose will evoke the 

worm host defense mechanism without being a high enough dose to hit the parasites hard 

enough to clear them out of the small intestines. At the 3 mg/kg dose, the worm burden of 

G643A and S407C has been decreased compared to the wild-type, though not 

significantly. The same reduction pattern, but also not significant, of the wild type and 

the two variants, though not as dramatic, can be seen at the 9 mg/kg dose as well. 

Additionally, both the S407C and G643A doses of 3 mg/kg look to be behaving similar to 

the wild-type Cry5B 9mg/kg dose by observation alone. 
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 A third in vivo study was conducted to test the six variants that are referenced 

above. Once these six variants were narrowed down using the previous assay data, they 

were categorized into three groups based on the A. ceylanicum egg to larval data: Group 1 

(predicted to be the best) – S407C, G643A. and C177A. Group 2 – E248A. Group 3 – 

S534A and G577A. In addition to determining if any of these six variants had a 

significant impact on worm burden, this assay might also give us additional insight and 

further information as to which assay might be the best predictor of in vivo activity for 

Cry5B SCL. Although these six variants are hyperactive to some degree in at least one of 

the assays, they all behave very differently from each other in the different assays. For 

example, C177A is very hard-hitting against the larval A. ceylanicum at all doses, but is 

not hyperactive against the adult parasites, while S407C is statistically more active 

against the adult worms, and only moderately strong against the larval stages. Clearly, 

there are differences in the variants in the different systems, and we do not know at this 

point which assay correlates best with in vivo activity. 

The in vivo experiment with these six variants was conducted as a double-blind. 

Spore crystal lysates were grown up and harvested in parallel specifically for this in vivo 

experiment. One flask of each of the variants was inoculated and harvested, while two 

flasks of the wild-type were inoculated and harvested. The two wild-type flasks were 

treated as two separate samples for treatment, but the data was combined for the results. 

These six variants and the wild-type were tested against A. ceylanicum in hamsters at a 

6mg/kg dose (figure 5.9), with n=4 for the variants, and n=8 for the control. No HD1 

treatment was utilized here. The study was conducted as detailed below in section 5.7. 

Reductions in worm burdens were observed relative to wild type in G577A, S407C, 
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Figure 5.9: In vivo testing of six Cry5B variants against hamsters infected with 

A. ceylanicum 

Two of the six variants investigated here (S407C and G577A) were found to 
statistically reduce the worm burden of A. ceylanicum in hamsters, while the other 
4 (E248A, S534A, C177A, G643A) did not significantly affect the worm burden. * 
p < 0.05. 

 

G643A, S534A, and E248A, but none were statistically significant (ANOVA; P=0.20 

was the smallest P value seen). C177A did not reduce the worm burden either visually or 

significantly compared to the wild-type.  
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5.6 In vivo follow-up 

Additional follow-up tests were conducted in the laboratory by current members, 

and the data was brought to my attention after the previous assays had been concluded. 

Triplicate repeats were conducted for the six variants of interest in both LC-50 killing 

assays with C. elegans and E. coli expressing Cry5B, and adult A. ceylanicum assays with 

SCL. Within the LC-50 assays, only S407C was more active. However, unlike the LC-50 

data, all the variants are statistically are more active than the wild type in the adult A. 

ceylanicum assays (E248A p=0.0173; C177A p=0.0132; S534A p=0.0195; G643A 

p=0.0191; G577A p=0.0234; S407C p=0.0154).  I believe that this may provide 

preliminary data that addresses the hypothesis that the point variants may have a slight 

reduction in stability, which allow them to be sensitive to small changes in the LC-50 

assay conditions.  Additionally, since these variants repeat in the adult A. ceylanicum 

system, the target parasite of interest, I would argue that is reason enough to pursue them 

forward. 
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Figure 5.10: In vivo follow-up LC-50 and adult A. ceylanicum data  

(a) In LC-50 assays conducted with the same SCL samples as the previous in vivo 
experiment, only S407C shows an increase in activity as compared to the wild-type. 
(b) In adult A. ceylanicum assays conducted with the same SCL samples as the 
previous experiment, all variants are significantly more active than the wild-type 
Cry5B.  
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5.7 Discussion          

The set of assays testing the spore crystal lysates of the variants of interest against 

different stages of A. ceylanicum as compared to the wild-type Cry5B provided 

information on these variants in a parasite system. While there is still a lot to learn about 

these variants, how to best test for hyperactivity, and how they functionally behave, I 

believe that a handful of them are worth pursuing and may be more toxic to the 

hookworm as compared to the wild-type Cry5B. While an independent repeat of the C. 

elegans assays did not back up the original triplicate repeats, and the larval data overall 

was difficult to draw a conclusion from, I believe that the adult assays provide hints as to 

the future of the variants and how to test them. The adult assay does target the parasite at 

the closest development stage to mimic true treatment with a protein that can be 

quantified, eliminating any issue of expression. Although not statistically significant in 

vivo, it could simple be that the variants chosen to be tested in this case were not the best 

variants to be pursued for in vivo studies. Perhaps it is more difficult than originally 

thought to find a single variant with a striking hyperactive phenotype. 

The egg to larval assays were set up almost identically to the ones in the previous 

chapter, except spore crystal lysates were used as the source of Cry5B instead of E. coli 

expressing Cry5B. Although still not a quantitative assay (which can be adapted in the 

future), images were taken and compared to the wtCry5B, and can be compared on a 

pound per pound basis due to the use of the SCL. To quantitate this assay in the future, 

the number larvae that develop into the L3i larvae are counted as compared to the number 

of eggs originally introduced in each well, or the number or larvae originally hatched. I 
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believe that in order to draw a definitive conclusion on this data, a quantitative approach 

should be undertaken.  

Five variants were identified as being active in all three repeats tested for at least 

one dose – S407C, G643A, H332A, Q435A, and C177A. However, while all appeared to 

be reproducibility hyperactive under these conditions, they all had different doses that 

were discriminating. S407C for instance, was more active at the three highest doses, 

while G643A was only more active at the highest dose, though always repeated. C177A, 

was the only variant that was more toxic as compared to wild-type at all five doses tested. 

Although no cause for this was investigated, it is of interest to note that in the Cry5B 

structure, this residue is involved in one of two disulfide bonds that is formed in one of 

the loops of domain 1, and has been implicated in being important in pore formation. 

Other variants, G577A, N656A, and S534A, appear to be more active in two of the three 

repeats. Further repeats have only supported the inconclusive nature of the current data 

from this assay. Results such as this are illuminating to the limitations of the assay, and 

the lack of predictability and consistency that I have encountered in working with the 

parasites. To support this, variant I678A looks hyperactive in one assay, inconclusive in 

another, and definitely not in a third. No increased activity was observed with H277A. 

From these results, it is hard to draw any definite conclusions about many of the variants 

with their activity in the egg to larval A. ceylanicum system. While this system still has 

the potential to be optimized and explored further as an assay, the limitations of this assay 

have been illuminated through these results.  

Overall, the egg to larval assays have both positive and negative traits. While this 

system provides an easy and accessible way to screen a large number of variants against a 
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parasite in the lab, the assay had some inconsistencies. Also, the one variant that 

appeared to be the most active at all doses tested reproducibility, C177A, showed no 

worm burden reduction as compared to wild type in vivo. This is perhaps an indication 

that this egg to larval A. ceylanicum assay may not be the best way to screen through 

Cry5B variants with the intention of narrowing down the number of variants in hopes to 

test the best potential candidates in vivo. However, if there was ever a reason to develop 

and find a variant with strong activity against the larval form of A. ceylanicum, there are 

several variants that might be potential candidates to continue testing.  

The adult assays show six variants that are statistically more toxic than the wild-

type at the single dose of 1ug/mL. While all of these are more active than wt Cry5B, they 

all have a different observed pattern of behavior. Some variants, like S407C and G643A, 

start to affect the worms at earlier time points, and can potentially be viewed as fast 

hitting. While others, such as E248A and S534A, while more active than wild-type, take 

longer for their effect to be observed. In looking at this data from a potential therapeutic 

point of view, the variants that hit at earlier time points might be of more use in the 

future. Any variant of Cry5B that would be used as a therapeutic will be exposed to the 

digestive system, with the potential to be degraded at a rapid rate by digestive juices (Hu 

2012). Having a faster acting variant might be an important factor to consider, and one 

could hypothesize that it would have a stronger therapeutic effect than a variant that is 

overall more potent, but takes longer to act on the parasite. This idea also, once again, 

stresses the need and importance to test these variants in a system that not only is against 

the same invertebrate target, but also mimics the environment that they will be exposed 

to. 
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The first in vivo pilot experiment tested a single dose of G643A against three 

separate doses of Cry5B, where G643A SCL was harvested in a separate batch from the 

Cry5B SCL. No significant reduction in worm burden in G643A was observed compared 

to the wild-type Cry5B at the tested dose of 3mg/kg. However, because the wild-type and 

G643A were harvested from separate batches, no true conclusion can be drawn from this 

experiment. Due to this, I set to repeat this experiment, adding in the S407C variant and 

testing at 2 doses. Cry5B, G643A, and S407C were harvested from the same batch and 

tested at both a 3mg/kg and 9mg/kg dose. Once again, no signification reduction in worm 

burden at either dose for both G643A and S407C was observed as compared to the wild-

type Cry5B. However, this is the second in vivo experiment in which G643A displays a 

reduction in worm burden compared to the wtCry5B that is not significant, indicating that 

perhaps G643A is just slightly more toxic, but not enough to be significant. If this were 

the case, however, it would also not have a high enough of an increase in activity to be 

worthwhile to pursue as a future drug therapy. While the 3mg/kg dose of the wild type of 

Cry5B behaved as expected, the 9mg/kg was not as active as observed in previous 

experiments.  

The results from the final in vivo experiment (though one experiment is clearly 

not enough to come to a conclusion about which specific assays predict in vivo behavior) 

allows an opportunity to look back at all the data and start to see if any correlations could 

be used in the future to build upon. G577A worked well in vivo, but based upon the data 

from previous assays, was almost not included in this in vivo study. However, as noted, 

none of the in vivo experiments showed a statistically significant finding. 
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The one assay that gave reproducibility statistically significant results was the 

adult A. ceylanicum assay. There is not enough evidence or information to claim that it is 

predictive of in vivo behavior, but there is some preliminary evidence here that would be 

worth exploring in the future. One additional point of interest was that for G643A, 

G577A, and S407C, in addition to their individual data points being lower than the wild-

type, their initial drop off had the largest gap of the 6 variants tested here from the adult 

assays. For C177A, which repeatedly hit hard at every dose in the larval A. ceylanicum 

assay, was not more active than the wild type Cry5B in this in vivo experiment. If the egg 

to larval assay was a good predictor, I would have hypothesized that C177A would be the 

best variant to test in vivo.  

While there may be slight assay variances that could account for the changes in 

activity in the LC-50, S407C always continues to be hyperactive. There is preliminary 

data from chapter 3 that shows that the assay conditions and the buffer used to dissolve 

the protein does play a role on observed hyperactivity of the variants. As observed during 

the initial optimization of this assay, while G577A, G643A, and D553N fluctuate in 

whether they displayed as hyperactive or not, S407C continued to remain better than the 

wild-type Cry5B under all conditions.  This preliminary data does indicate that these 

variants might not be as stable as the wild-type, or are sensitive to changing assay 

conditions that indicate perhaps changes with regards solubility, but none of these 

explanations actively account for why S407C continues to look strong in each and every 

assay, including this set of LC-50 data.  One disconcerting aspect of this finding is that, 

although the mutants were found based on C. elegans screening, there is ultimately no 
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consistent data to support that they are statistically significantly better than wild-type, 

with the exception of S407C and C177A. 

Looking specifically at S407C, the major difference between this variant and the 

other variants is that this is the only variant that I have worked with in which the original 

amino acid was changed to a cysteine, and not an alanine. However, I did make the 

S407A variant in my screen, and found it to be less active than the S407C variant, though 

still fairly more toxic than the wild-type in the plate assay.  I would hypothesize that the 

CH3-SH chain that is now present on this amino acid may act to create additional 

disulfide bonds, either within the protein, or between Cry5B molecules. In looking at the 

structure, there are two cysteine resides that are structurally close by S407. Internal 

disulfide bonding may be occurring with this cysteine residue that allows this variant to 

be more stable in its conformation, since disulfide bonding is known for providing 

stability in protein structure, and helping with protein folding. Perhaps is it is this 

increase in stability that doesn’t allow this variant to be sensitive to small changes assay 

conditions that potentially are affecting the other variants, and thus makes S407C a 

variant with high and consistent reproducibility.  To investigate this in the future, I would 

propose doing a side by side comparison of S407C and S407A, as well as disrupting the 

disulfide bonds in S407C and comparing.  I would investigate stability through western 

blots and assay for changes in activity against the worms in both the C. elegans and A. 

ceylanicum systems.  Additionally, it has been proposed in the literature (Du 1994) that 

disulfide bonding can affect solubility in different pH solutions.  I would test for 

solubility of S407C, S407A, and S407C with disulfide bond disruption for solubility in 
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different pH solutions, and then follow up with those solutions in an LC-50 assay agasnt 

C. elegans.  

Additionally, it could be hypothesized that this cysteine residue forms a disulfide 

bond with another Cry5B molecule, thus forming a dimer, and bringing domains I of the 

two monomers closer together, or into a formation that better pore formation occurs. It 

could be this more robust pore formation that is stronger than small changes within assay 

conditions that the other residues are sensitive to. If one were to actively follow-up with 

this idea, experiments using a reducing agent, such as DTT or TCEP, could be used either 

within the LC-50 assay (as long as it did not affect worm health) to see if this effect goes 

away, or a gel could be run with both non-reducing and reducing conditions to look for 

dimer formation, and see if with a reducing agent, a dimer is disrupted.  

Additionally, I did work a very small amount with the variant S407A in both the 

C. elegans plate assays and larval A. ceylanicum E. coli assays. One would predict that if 

it is the cysteine residue responsible for the observed results, that this effect would not be 

observed with S407A. Unfortunately, the two assays just mentioned are the only ones I 

have S407A data for, but there are indications that these two variants are behaving 

different from each other. For instance, S407C is more active than S407A in the initial C. 

elegans E. coli experiment, and in the egg to larval A. ceylanicum assay, I could not get 

S407A to express. This does hint to the importance of the amino acid that the original 

variant is being mutated to, and that this may be affecting the protein slightly differently. 

If one were to actively follow-up with this idea, further testing with S407A SCL in these 

two assays might help to provide more information on what is happening, and whether 
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the cysteine residue behaves quite differently from an alanine residue in this position in 

this protein. 

Overall, as previously noted, it was seen that all the variants the adult A. 

ceylanicum assay were hyperactive as compared to the wild-type Cry5B, and the in vivo 

data shows hints of promising results, albeit none statistically significant. This data shows 

promise for identifying a single point variant of Cry5B with significant increase in vivo, 

as well as potential future directions as to what variants to potentially utilize in a multi-

mutant combination Cry5B to search for an even higher exponential increases in activity. 

 

5.8 Materials and Methods 

 

Egg to larval A. ceylanicum Assays with Spore Crystal Lysates 

Twenty A. ceylanicum eggs were added to a 96-well plate with 10ul of varying 

concentrations of variant Cry5B SCL, OP50 OD=3.0, and S-media in triplicate wells. 

Plates were incubated at 25°C for four days, and scored visually as compared to the wild-

type Cry5B on the basis of size, motility, and coloration. Combining triplicate wells into 

one well in the 96-well plate, and cleaning the well completed imaging. This process was 

done by combining two wells (200 ul in total volume), and subsequently removing 80ul 

of media. The third well was added to the first well (220 ul total volume), and 80ul was 

removed again, leaving a final volume of 140ul of combined triplicate wells to be 

imaged.  

 

Adult A. ceylanicum Assays 
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Adult golden Syrian hamsters were orally gavaged with 150 third-stage (L3i) A. 

ceylanicum infectious larvae and euthanized between days 18-22 pi. The small intestines 

were isolated, and adult A. ceylanicum were manually picked and allowed to recover in 

RPMI/HEPES at 37°C + 5% C02. The assay was set up in a 24-well plate with hookworm 

culture media (50% RPMI/HEPES 50% FBS) supplemented with antibiotics (100U 

penicillin/100 ug/mL streptomycin and 10ug/mL fungizone), spore crystal lysates of 

Cry5B diluted to 1 ug/mL in ddH20, and five worms/well separated by gender with two 

wells per variant. The assay was stored at 37°C with 5% CO2. The assay was scored 

every day for a week based on a motility index score: 3 – robustly moving worms; 2 – 

worms moving on their own; 1 – worms moving when stimulated with an eyelash pick; 0 

– no motility when stimulated.  

 

Cry5B variants in vivo against A. ceylanicum 

Golden Syrian hamsters are orally gavaged with 150 L3i stage A. ceylanicum. 

Seventeen days P.I, the hamsters are divided into groups based on fecal egg counts and 

are orally treated with spore crystal lysates of Cry5B or a Cry5B variant.  Feces is then 

collected and the hamsters were euthanized on day 22 P.I. Small intestines are isolated 

from each hamster, and worm burden is manually determined. Eggs were counted to 

determine eggs per gram of feces.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Data analysis for adult A. ceylanicum in vitro assays was plotted using GraphPad 

Prism 6 for Mac, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA. Statistical analysis was 
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carried out with one-way ANOVA with repeated measures. Averages refer to the average 

motility index score for all worms combined. Data analysis for the intestinal worm 

burden and fecal egg counts for the in vivo experiment were graphed using GraphPad 

Prism 6 for Mac, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA. Statistical analysis was 

carried out using one-tailed t-test assuming unequal variances. Averages refer to either 

the average worm burden in each treatment group, or the average egg count per group.  

 Chapter 5, currently unpublished, is, in part, co-authored.  Sesar, Jillian; Hu, Yan; 

Aroian, Raffi.  The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this 

material.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DOUBLE VARIANTS 

 

6.1 Summary 

All 55 double variant combinations of the 11 variants previously mention in 

chapter 4 (narrowed down from the original 34) were made in the pQE80 vector, 

confirmed, and transformed into the XL10-gold E. coli strain. Fifty of these variants were 

tested in the E.coli-C. elegans plate assay at varying concentrations of bacteria to identify 

variants that appeared to be more active than their single variant counterpoints. Sixteen 

double variants were identified as meeting this criterion at multiple dilutions tested, as 

well as a single triple variant. These variants were then tested in E. coli OP50 against 

larval A. ceylanicum, without conclusive results. Five double variants were then 

subsequently subcloned, transformed, and harvested as spore crystal lysates out of 

Bacillus thuringiensis along with the relevant single variants in parallel. The SCL was 

tested against C. elegans in quantitative LC-50 assays – triplicate repeats for the double 

mutant G643A/S407C and a single preliminary trial for the other four mutants. Results 
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showed that none of these multi-variant combinations display an increase in toxicity as 

compared to the single variants. It was therefore concluded that either screening of the 

other doubles created or a different means of identification of potential doubles would 

most likely be the best way to find a double variant with a synergistic increase in toxicity 

over the wild type.  

 

6.2 Introduction 

While single point variants may be important in understanding Cry proteins 

better, specifically Cry5B, as well as potentially providing variant protein candidates to 

use in treating intestinal helminths, previous studies have shown that the potential for 

dramatic (100x-fold+) fold increase in Cry protein activity lies in multi combination 

variants. Such variant combinations are already in use in various transgenic crops across 

the US (1). There are several reasons that a double (or higher order) variant might be 

advantageous over a single mutation. First, the enhanced increase in toxicity would make 

it a better potential candidate therapeutically. An increase in toxicity would lend to a 

lower quantity of drug needed, which would be helpful in the regions of the world in 

which single dose drug treatments are necessary. This should also lead to lower costs. 

Additionally, multiple mutations might target difference steps in the protein’s mechanism 

of action, making it harder for the host to develop resistance. One study showed a 2-3 

fold increase with single variants, and an increase from there with multiple variant 

combinations (Rajamohan 1996 ).  To address this further, in all practicality, one would 

be looking to develop a protein for which administration of a single dose would be 

enough to clear the worm burden. Studies have shown that the majority of the Cry5B is 
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degraded in the stomach, with only a small amount reaching the intestines, and thus the 

worms (Hu 2012). While there are many ways to address this issue – such as 

encapsulating the protein or finding alternative delivery methods – another way could be 

to increase the efficacy of the Cry5B, where the small amount that makes it through to 

the intestines is hard hitting and potent.  

The main issue that I initially faced when starting to investigate making multiple 

mutant combinations in Cry5B was that there were 34 potentially hyperactive variants 

from the screen, and I wanted to find the best approach to maximize my chances of 

identifying a combination variant with a synergistic (greater than additive) increase in 

activity. The second issue was which assay to run these variants through. I decided to 

choose the 11 variants that potentially were most toxic as singles from previous chapters, 

make all the combinations of those, and test them in the E. coli-C. elegans plate assay, 

since it was the assay originally used to identify these variants. This leads to a total of 55 

double variants to make and attempt to test in the assay.  

 

6.3 S407C/G643A double variant 

Based on the previous data on the single variants, specifically the second in vivo 

experiment, I first made the double variant of G643A/S407C. Both these single variants 

looked promising, and I hoped that the double might have a synergistic increase in 

toxicity. Preliminary results in the E. coli plate assay displayed no increase in toxicity as 

compared to the single mutants (figure 6.1). More specifically, while the assay doesn’t 

display an increase in activity, I would argue that it is also inconclusive, as one can’t 

interpret anything about this double variant except that in the toxin plate assay it is more 
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active than wild-type Cry5B. However, since this assay lacks quantification, and previous 

data has shown that this assay doesn’t necessarily predict the mutant’s behavior in other 

assays, I decided to subclone the variant into Bacillus thuringiensis, grow it up, and 

harvest the SCL along with, in parallel, the single variants (figure 6.2a). This SCL was 

tested against C. elegans in the LC-50 assay in triplicate repeats (figure 6.2b). This 

double variant does not display an increase in toxicity as compared to the single variants  

G643A and S407C (figure 6.2c). Both G643A and S407C still display an increase in 

activity as compared to the wild-type Cry5B, and while not increasing in activity, the 

double variant G643A/S407C remains more active than the wild type Cry5B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: The double variant of S407C/G643A 

The double variant of S407C/G643A was tested in the E. coli – C. elegans plate assay, 
but was not found to be more active than the single variants when visually compared. 
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Having found that the G643A/S407C double variant did not show an increase in 

toxicity against C. elegans in the LC-50 assays, I next tested it as SCL in a single trial, A. 

ceylanicum experiment. As with the LC-50 results, the double did not appear to show an 

increase in toxicity as compared to the single variants (not shown). This presented the 

challenge as to how to find a double variant with an exponential increase in toxicity as 

compared to the single variants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: S407C/G643A is not more active than the single variants 

(a) The double variant of S407C/G643A was transformed into Bt, and the spore 
crystal lysates were harvested in parallel with the single mutants and wtCry5B. (b) In 
combined triplicate repeats, S407C/G643A did not show an increase in toxicity 
compared to the single variants of S407C and G643A. (c) LC-50 values for S407C, 
G643A, and S407C/G643A as calculated by probit. (d) For each assay, a protein gel 
is run with the leftover SCL to ensure equal amount of protein is being used across 
the variants. 
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6.4 Double variants in E. coli plate assays 

With many single variants with potentially increased toxicity, how does one go 

about determining which ones to choose to make double mutants? Which have the 

highest chance of increasing the fold of toxicity as compared to the wild-type and the 

singles against the parasites? Because of the ease of making the doubles, and the 

simplicity of the E. coli plate assay to screen a large amount of variants at once, I decided 

to take the 11 variants that I had previously identified as promising, make every potential 

double mutant combination, and test them in this assay along with western blots to assay 

for expression. To optimize the assay, I dropped the percentage on Cry5B on the plate to 

25%, in order to discern a difference between the single variants, and any potential 

increase in the double variants. I successfully made 50 double variants in the Cry5B-

pQE80/XL10-gold system, and tested them in the E. coli plate assay against C. elegans 

along with testing for expression levels on the cultures. Figure 6.3a shows the variants 

that are either more active than their respective single variants or variants that might be 

more active (difficult to tell, but worth investigating further to discern) in this assay with 

expression levels.  This assay revealed 15 potential variants with which to move forwar. 

Figure 6.3b shows the singles, and the doubles mapped out, and also provided one 

possible triple variant to include. However, while there are 15 double mutants that look 

more active than their respective single variants, these doubles are not necessarily more 

toxic than other single variants. Additionally, the 25% concentration used in this assay 

appeared to be too high to distinguish between some of the doubles and singles in a few 

of the cases.  
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The 55 doubles were then re-tested in this system at three separate E. coli 

expressing Cry5B percentages – 7.5%, 15%, 30%. The altered concentrations would 

hopefully better distinguish between the doubles of interest and their respective single 

mutants. I also included the triple variant S407C/E248A/Q435A. Figure 6.4 shows the 

Figure 6.3: Fifteen double variants of interest from the first round of double 

mutant testing 

(a) 15 double variants looked to be more active than their respective single 
variants in C.elegans-E.coli plate assays when Cry5B is diluted out with empty 
vector to 25%. (b) The cultures used to make these toxin plates were run on an 
SDS-PAGE gel and probed with a Cry5B antibody to investigate expression 
levels. (c) A web was constructed to view the double mutant combinations of 
interest from this assay. 
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variants that appear to have an increase in toxicity against C. elegans as compared to the 

singles at each of these three percentages tested, as well as the respective double mutant 

maps. While for the most part the same doubles appeared as hyperactive at all three 

concentrations, the 7.5% concentration was the most revealing with regard to a difference 

between the singles and the doubles. To summarize from the plate assays, 17 variants (16 

doubles and 1 triple), emerged as potentially being more active than their respective 

singles. 
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Figure 6.4: Potential hyperactive variants from the 55 doubles tested 

55 double variants of interested were tested in the C.elegans-E. coli plate assay 
at three separate dilutions – 7.5%(a), 15%(b), and 30%(c). Variants that appear 
to be more active than their single variants are displayed here for each dilution, 
along with their associated web diagrams (d,e,f, respectively). 
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6.5 A. ceylanicum egg to larval assays 

The next step I pursued with these 17 variants was to test them in a parasite 

system, since previous data has shown that while C. elegans does predict the parasites to 

some extent, there is clearly, and predictably, some difference. Since all of these variants 

were in E. coli (XL-10 gold cells), I decided to test them in the A. ceylanicum larval assay 

due the ease of running the variants through the assay and obtaining data on how they 

behave against the hookworms. 

I transformed all 17 variants that stood out in the plate assays into OP50, and set-

up the assay as described in chapter 4, with the Cry5B variants in E. coli diluted out with 

vector control to 5% and 10% (figure 6.5).  From these 17 different variants tested, only 4 

looked more active than their single counterparts (Figure 6.x). Ten double variants looked 

just like the single variants, indicating that either they have similar levels of activity as 

the singles, or the dilution % used was not ideal to distinguish between them. Three 

variants, while displaying increased activity as compared to the wild-type Cry5B, showed 

decreased activity as compared to the single mutants. This assay was not repeated, 

however, since improved data could be gathered by focusing on subcloning and 

transforming the variants into B. thuringiensis. Through harvesting the SCL, quantitative 

assays could be performed to see if these 17 doubles were statistically more active than 

the singles. 
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Figure 6.5: Seventeen hyperactive variants tested in the A. ceylanicum egg to 

larval assay 

16 double variants and one triple variant of interest from the C. elegans – E. coli 
plate assay were tested against A. ceylanicum larvae at two separate dilutions – 
10%(a) and 5%(b). Variants that appear to be more active than their single variants 
in this assay are denoted with a *. 
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6.6 C. elegans LC-50 assays 

The E. coli plate assay illuminated 17 variants that were potentially (make same 

edits to figures here as above) more toxic than the singles mutants, however, from my 

previous data, it was known that this did not always translate over into the quantitative 

Figure 6.6: 4 Combination variants are more active than their single variants 

in the A. ceylanicum egg to larval assay 

14 double Variants are more active than their single variants at th 10% Cry 
percentage on the plate against A. ceylanicum larvae.  
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LC-50 assays, or into the parasite systems. Therefore, I decided to also include all the 

combinations of the six that were previously tested in vivo to increase my chances of 

identifying a double mutant of interest. So this halved the number of double variants 

(from 50 to 25) that I was going to subclone and transform into B. thuringiensis for 

quantitative assays. My approach was to tackle as many as I could, in no specific order.  

I first subcloned three (E248A/Q435A, S407C/Q435A, S407C/Q435A/E248A), 

harvested the SCL, and tested these variants in an LC-50 assay. Neither of the two 

doubles, or the one triple appeared to be more active than the single variants (Figure 6.6). 

The plan originally was to run them all through this assay in single trial experiments, 

looking for a variant that would dramatically shift the curve to the left. However, based 

on my data on the double variants so far, I decided that perhaps finding a double variant 

required a different approach. The one piece of positive data that this assay does provide, 

however, is confirmation of the set of singles being more active than the wild-type 

Cry5B.  
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6.7 Discussion 

Overall, through these methods, I was unable to find a double variant that had 

synergistic activity against either C. elegans or A. ceylanicum as compared to the single 

variants. In fact, all of the combination mutants that were tested in the quantitative LC-50 

assay appeared to have levels of toxicity similar to the singles. Several reasonable 

Figure 6.7: Three separate multi-Cry5B mutants do not look more 

active than the respective single mutant in a single trial 

Spore crystal lysates of two Cry5B double mutants, E248A/Q435A and 
S407C/Q435A, and one Cy5B triple mutant, S407C/Q435A/E248A, were 
tested against C. elegans in a LC-50 assay, but neither of these three 
variants are more toxic than the Cry5B single mutants in this single trial. 
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explanations can be hypothesized. If the variants are acting in the same steps or parts of 

the mechanism of action, then targeting this step repeatedly may not increase activity 

further. One conclusion that can be drawn is that to determine how to understand how to 

make double combinations better, it might be best to further understand what effect these 

single variants are having on the activity and mechanism of Cry5B. Additionally, 

although no further increase in toxicity was observed, there was no loss of toxicity in 

these combinations tested.  

The lingering question that remains is what is the best way to find double (or 

triple) variants that show a synergistic, potentially therapeutic, increase in toxicity as 

compared to the single mutants and the wild-type Cry5B. I approached the doubles here 

the same way I approached my original screen – using the C. elegans-E. coli system to 

identify variants of interest, and then move forward with the ones of interest in further 

testing.  I believed that this would be the best way forward here, as most of my results are 

based off the initial results of the screen here and the methods used to identify the single 

variants. While there are definitely limitations of this assay that I have previously 

acknowledged and addressed, I would reason that it successfully helped to identify single 

point variants that show an increase in activity as compared to the wild-type. However, 

this system may not necessarily be the best way to identify double variants of interest. 

These results may simply be illuminating the limitations of using the plate assay to screen 

for double variants of interest. Preliminary results so far have demonstrated that four 

variants that have appeared to be more active than the singles in the plate assay do not 

demonstrate this in the quantitative LC-50 assay when tested as spore crystal lysates 

against C. elegans. On the other hand, these results could simple be attributed to bad luck 
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that the four that were tested in the LC-50 assay were not hyperactive, and maybe several 

of the others to be tested are.  

One way to continue forward would be to continue to screen through the rest of 

the 25 that stood out from the plate assay/combination of the six variants. Another 

thought to find doubles to assay would be to use the structure to chose targeted single 

variants that perhaps clustered together, or looked to target different steps in the 

mechanism of action. Perhaps pursuing an understanding of what is happening to the 

Cry5B structure/function relationship with these point variants should be pursued as a 

means to specifically know which point variants to pick and choose to make a multi-

variant combination. There is precedent in the literature for multi-variant combinations 

showing 10-fold+ activity against their target host in crystal proteins (Rajamohan 1996), 

and based on this, one would reason that such combinations should exist in Cry5B as 

well. Another way to approach this could be to take all 55 doubles, and develop a new, 

throughput, quantitative assay to screen them all either against C. elegans or A. 

ceylanicum as spore crystal lysates. Additionally, there is always the potential that a good 

double variant combination could exist through combining the single variants that did not 

necessarily stand out individually in the initial screen. There are many directions that can 

be taken to pursue the double variants in Cry5B, and any future work in the area will 

have to determine what the best strategy would be to pursue. 

 

6.8 Materials and Methods 

Site-Directed Mutagenesis – Double Variants 
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Mutations were made using a the plasmid of the single variants in the pQE80 

vector that had already been confirmed through sequencing , using the QuikChange II 

XL-site directed mutagenesis kit. Primers were used that were originally designed for the 

screen. If this method yielded no results, the opposite plasmid/primer combination was 

used, and solved the problem. The rest of the protocol follows as states in section 2.8. 

 

C. elegans Plate Toxicity Assays 

Qualitative toxicity assays were performed as previously referenced in section 

2.8. Changes were made to the dilutions of the plates, using 25%, 7.5%, 15% and 30% to 

conduct the assay.  

 

Western Blots on E. coli expressing Cry5B 

Overnight E. coli cultures used to make the toxin plates in XL-10 gold cells were 

normalized to OD=2.0 and run on a 8% gel, and then blotted with an anti-Cry5B antibody 

at 1:1000. Protocol details can be found in section 1.8. 

 

Egg to larval A. ceylanicum Assays with E. coli expressing Cry5B 

Assays were set up as described in section 3.7, except the bacteria was diluted out 

to 10% and 5% with the pQE80 vector.  
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CHAPTER 7 

FUNCTIONALITY ASSAYS OF CRY5B 

 

7.1 Summary 

Thirty-four potentially hyperactive variants were isolated from the alanine scan 

and narrowed down with follow-up assays against different worms at different stages. 

However, nothing was known why these variants might increase the activity of Cry5B. I 

attempted to investigate several of these variants into why they displayed an increase in 

toxicity, focusing on three specific steps from their mechanism of action – receptor 

binding, solubility, and protease processing. Although all three assays were altered and 

attempted to be optimized for working with spore crystal lysates, ultimately, no 

conclusive results were drawn from these experiments. 

 

7.2 Introduction 

I identified 34 putative hyperactive variants from the original alanine scan, 

subsequently narrowed down to 11 through LC-50 assays, and then to six through assays 
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with A. ceylanicum. However, there was no data that pointed to why they display an 

increase in toxicity. The common thread in the literature is to look at different steps in the 

mechanism of action that might relate to the variant in question, and assay for changes in 

that step as compared to the wild type. In insect studies, multiple steps have been 

implicated in the increase in toxicity for different mutants. 

Receptor binding has been implicated in Cry protein specificity and level of 

toxicity. However, much of the data has come from insect studies, which differ from 

functional assays in worms with regard to receptor binding. In an insect, the midgut can 

be isolated, and brush boarder membrane vesicles (BBMVs) can be prepped. These 

BBMVs contain the toxin receptors, and can be incubated with the toxin to assay for 

changes in receptor affinity. For example, two variants of Cry1Ab were shown to have 8-

fold increased toxicity against gypsy moths, and were shown to have an enhanced 

binding affinity to BBMVs of 4-fold (Rajahoman 1996). There is an established protocol 

in the lab to test for receptor binding of Cry5B to isolated glycolipids from C. elegans, as 

well as nematode parasites of interest (2-4).  

Additionally, changes in solubility have also been implicated in changes in 

toxicity. In one study it was shown that crystals from a non-insecticidal Bt were soluble 

only at pH=12. When tested against an insect host with an intestine of pH=9, this Cry 

protein was not toxic. However, when pre-solubilized at a high pH, this crystal protein 

displayed toxicity to the host insect (Du 1994). This may be relevant to the activity of 

Cry5B variant N586A that displayed an increase in toxicity to worms. The harvested 

crystals, when tested at a range of pH’s and compared to wild-type Cry5B, were more 

soluble at a lower pH. It was hypothesized that the increase in toxicity was due to the 
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ability of this variant to solubilize at the lower pH’s, as is closer to the pH of the C. 

elegans intestine (Want 2012). 

A third step in the mechanism of action that has been of interest is protease 

processing. Cleavage at the C and N terminus is required for activation of the pro-toxin to 

the toxin form, and it has been hypothesized that single amino acid changes can change 

the processing profile of the protein, leading to an increase in activity. Once again, the 

Cry5B variant N586A was compared to the wtCry5B with regards to its sensitivity to 

trypsin. It was concluded that both variant and wild type showed the same sensitivity to 

the protease, however, differences were seen in their degradation product, perhaps 

indicating a difference in protein conformation.  

Over the course of my thesis, I attempted to investigate three of these steps in the 

Cry5B mechanism of action – receptor binding, solubility, and protease binding – from a 

number of different angles.  However, despite various methods, all assays will need to be 

refined or changed slightly in order to provide potential useful information into why these 

single point variants confer an increase in activity to the protein.  

 

7.3 Receptor binding 

As mentioned above, a protocol for testing receptor binding in Cry5B against its 

glycolipid receptor has previously been established. Therefore, I ran through the protocol 

to ensure I could demonstrate positive and reproducible Cry5B binding to glycolipid 

receptors isolated from C. elegans. Figure 7.1 displays full-length (un-activated) Cry5B 

binding to different glycolipid species from mixed staged C. elegans.  
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The next step I attempted to pursue was to test a few variants of interest in this 

assay, specifically variants from domains II and III, as they would be the most logical to 

initially pursue.  More specifically, domain II is thought to be involved in receptor 

recognition and binding, and domain III is thought to play a role in receptor binding 

(DeMaagd 2001, Burton 1999). 

However, as discussed in section 3.4, I was then troubleshooting issues relating to 

isolating purified protein of the variants, and so I utilize spore crystal lysates instead. This 

overlay assay had not been previously successfully tested with SCL, and therefore I 

wanted to make sure that a positive signal could be detected using spore crystal lysates. 

The assay was repeated with full-length un-activated Cry5B spore crystal lysates, 

however, no signal was detected with the SCL, while one was observed for full length 

Cry5B run in parallel. This result was most likely an indication of two possible things: 

Figure 7.1: Binding of Cry5B to C. elegans glycolipid species 
(a) Glycolipid species isolated from C. elegans visualized with oricinol, which 
stains carbohydrates non-specifically.  (b) TLC assay revealing Cry5B binding 
interaction with the isolated glycolipid species. 
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either the overlay assay needed to be further optimized for the use of spore crystal lysates 

successfully, or level one protein was the only option to use going forward in this assay. 

To pursue the SCL assay, the initial approach I would take would be to look for a positive 

biotinylation reaction with the SCL. I would also investigate whether the SCL might be 

reacting differently in the buffers, putting the protein in a form or a conformation that 

may not be accessible for a specific step in the protocol.  

 

7.4 Protease processing and stability 

Protease processing is important for toxicity as well, to convert the pro-toxin into 

the active toxin fragment, which can then affect conformation, oligomerization, etc. The 

first assay I did with regard to protease processing was to set up a digestion profile of 

Cry5B SCL using elastase. Both level 1 Cry5B and SCL Cry5B were exposed to elastase 

at over the course of 18hr in both 20mM HEPES at pH=8.0 and 20mM citrate at pH=3.0 

at two different ratios of protein:protease (figure 7.2). As observed, the level 1 cry5B 

showed sensitivity to the protease at the previously established conditions of pH=8.0, 

producing the anticipated 61kDa fragment. However, no change was observed with the 

level 1 protein at pH=3.0, or with the SCL. Since I wanted to do my assays with the spore 

crystal lysates, these conditions were not suitable for use with the variants of interest.  
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Based on the results in section 4.7, I took the SCL of wtCry5B and six variants of 

interest (S534A, E248A, Q435A, H332A, H277A, S407C), and left them on my bench 

over the course of 72 hours to observe a natural degradation and stability pattern. I chose 

the variants that appeared to have an increase in expression from section 4.7, as well as a 

few that didn’t in hopes of potentially observing a difference between them. Since the 

assay referenced in section 4.7 was over the course of 48 hr, and I had hypothesized that 

some of these variants might be more stable during this time (thus resulting in the 

observed higher level of protein present in the wells), I tested this hypothesis. I left the 

SCL on the bench top for 72 h and removed aliquots every 24 hr, in both water and 

Figure 7.2: Cry5B SCL protease processing 
Cry5B SCL exposed to elastase at varying ratios at different pHs.  As 
compared ot the positive control of level 1 Cry5B at pH=8.0, which showed 
Cry5B activation, there was no processing observed with the Cry5B SCL. 
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HEPES (figure 7.3). For the wt Cry5B, only a small amount appeared to have degraded 

from the 0 time-point in water, and then no further degradation was observed. For the 

variants tested, a large amount was lost by the 24 hr mark, and then no protein was 

observed after 48 hr. While this is showing a difference between these variants and the 

wild type, there is no apparent difference between the variants that indicate that some of 

them my be more stable than the others, and may be a source of their increase in toxicity. 

In HEPES, all samples looked similar, with about half of the protein being degraded by 

two hours, and completely gone after 48 hr.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.3: Cry5B SCL and variants at room temperature over 

time 
Spore Crystal lysates of Cry5B and select variants were left at room 
temperature over 72 hours in two separate buffers to observe natural 
stability and degradation patterns. 
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7.5 Discussion 

Overall, the limitation in these experiments was my inability to establish assay 

conditions for the Cry5B spore crystal lysates. While most of these assays investigated 

have been optimized and established for use with level 1 protein, my preliminary data 

suggest that they cannot simply be applied to Cry5B spore crystal lysates, whether that be 

due to the state of the protein, or perhaps a form of inhibition from the presence of the 

spores. Therefore, in order in the future to move forward, either the idea of utilizing level 

1 Cry5B protein must once again be investigated, or these assays must be further 

optimized and altered for use with the spore crystal lysates. 

As previously mentioned in sections 3.8 and 4.7, some of the observed results 

could potentially be attributed to alterations in solubility.  I attempted to observe 

solubility of Cry5B and select variants over a range of pHs, as well as a using a fixed pH 

over time to see if the solubility profile was changed.  Specifically I tested the wild type 

Cry5B SCL from pH 3-10 in increments of one for one hour at room temperature, and 

used the fixed pH=3.9  (the pH of the C. elegans intestine (3.92±0.22) to incubate the 

samples from 1 min to 2 hr.  For both assays, the samples were spun down and the pellets 

and the supernatants were run on an SDS-PAGE gel and stained with coomasie.  It was 

observed, hoever, that the protein remained in the pellet.  This is contrary to what one 

would expect, as the standard protocol to isolate level 1 protein has the SCL solubilized 

in a pH=3.0 buffer,  Therefore, the results of the solubilty testings were inconclusive to 

set up a profile for the wild type.  This issue must first be resolved, and then alterations to 

the protocol, such as time or temperature, could be introduced to further optimize this set-

up for Cry5B SCL.   
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7.6 Materials and Methods 

Lipid Isolation and Receptor Binding 

Lipids were purified from mixed life stage C. elegans following the protocol 

established by Svennerholm and utilized by Griffitts (Griffitts 2006, Svennerholm and 

Fredman 1980). The isolated lipids were dried down with nitrogen, and resuspended in 

methanol. The receptor binding was carried out as described in griffitts. A HPTLC plate 

was prepped, and loaded with the isolated lipids on two parallel plates. One plate was 

stained with orcinol, to stain the glycolipids nonspecifically. The second plate was probed 

with a biotinylated Cry5B (22x excess molar Biotin) to reveal the species that were 

binding to Cry5B. 

 

Solubility 

To test Cry5B solubility over a range of pHs, the SCL was spun down in water, 

resusupended in a 50 mM buffer of the desired pH, and incubated for 1 hr at room 

temperature. The solution was then spun down, and the supernatant was separated from 

the pellet, and both components were run on a 8% gel and stained with coomassie.  

 To test Cry5B solubility at a single pH, the SCL was spun down in water, and 

resuspended in 50 mM citrate buffer pH=3.9. The sample was incubated for 1 min, 5min, 

10 min, 30 min, 60 min, and 120 min, and at each time point, 61 ul of the sample was 

removed (200 ug of protein), spun down, and the supernatant and the pellet were 

immediately boiled with SDS-sample buffer. The samples were run on an 8% gel, and 

stained with coomassie. 
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Protease Processing 

To test Cry5B wild-type sensitivity to elastase, both level 1 and SCL were spun 

down, and resuspended in both 20mM citrate pH=3.0 and 20 mM HEPES at pH=8.0. The 

samples were then incubated with elastase for 18 hr as both a 1:100 and 1:200 ratio at 

room temperature. 2X SDS-sample buffer was added, and the samples were run on a 8% 

SDS-PAGE gel, and then stained with coomassie.  

To test Cry5B SCL stability to natural proteases, equal amounts of both wtCry5B 

and variants were spun down, and resuspended in either water or 20 mM HEPES pH=8.0. 

The samples were left at room temperature for 72 hr. Aliquots were taken every 24 hr, 

and immediately boiled with SDS-sample buffer. The samples were run on an 8% gel, 

and stained with coomassie. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

8.1: Summary  

To summarize, I alanine scanned the entire toxin domain of Cry5B, and found 34 

potential hyperactive variants from the 698 amino acids attempted that I further pursued. 

I tested 18 of these in triplicate repeats as spore crystal lysates harvested from Bacillus 

thuringiensis against C. elegans in quantitative LC-50 killing assays, and found that nine 

were statistically more toxic as compared to the wild-type Cry5B, although this was 

reproduced in independent assays for only two. I next tested all 34 in E. coli against the 

larval stage of Ancylostoma ceylanicum, and from these results in conjunction with the 

LC-50 data, narrowed down the initial 34 to 11 variants of interest to further test against 

the hookworms. One important caveat was the lack of quantitation with this assay, which 

impedes making any firm conclusions. 

I tested these eleven variants as spore crystal lysates in triplicate repeats against A. 

ceylanicum larvae and adults, and used the results of this data to narrow down the 11 
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mutants to six. While not quantitative, the larval assay results showed seven out of the 

eleven to be more active than the wild-type.  However, there were issues with consistency 

of these assays. The adult assays showed six out of the eleven significantly more toxic 

than the wild-type, although none to a high degree. I then tested six variants in vivo 

against hamsters infected with A. ceylanicum, and found no mutants statistically 

significantly reduced the worm burden. The attempts to find a double variant with an 

exponential increase in toxicity were not successful.  

Although at the end there are no firm conclusions about hyperactivity of the 

mutants as none are consistently hyperactive in all assays, with the possible exception of 

S407C. There are, however, several variants of interest that may have been identified that 

could be further pursued for both their potential value as a therapeutic, as well as to 

understand what is happening with the Cry5B protein on a structure-function based level.   

 

8.2: Alanine scanning and C. elegans as tools to identify hyperactive variants 

Overall, the alanine scan identified 34 variants that may be more active than the 

wild-type Cry5B based on initial screening. In regards to this screen, I looked only for 

mutants that showed an increase in activity as compared to the wild-type, since the larger 

goal of my study was to potentially find a variant with a therapeutic level effect against a 

parasitic nematode. However, with regards to understanding Cry5B as a protein better, 

the other toxicity categories of variants hold just as much potential information.  There 

are frozen stocks of all of these variants that are available for future testing.  This could 

be important to pursue, because I belive that the best way to improve this protein’s 

efficacy (against the parasites at a therapeutic level) is to further understand how the 
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single amino acid change is altering the protein, and then utilize that information to 

understand better how to manipulate it.  The group of variants that lost all toxicity is a 

category that holds interest to me.  Although these variants may not directly be used to 

treat the worms, they almost certainly hold key information with regards to important 

steps in the protein’s mechanism of action, such as receptor binding and potentially the 

site of binding.  If a single amino acid change to alanine can completely disrupt the 

activity of the protein, the original amino acid must be playing a necessary role in the 

protein.  Additionally, it is important to note that these loss of toxicity mutants were only 

screened against C. elegans, and therefore it still remains unknown if any of these would 

have a different effect against A. ceylanicum or any other parasite system. 

A potential limitation to this screen as a means to find variants that increase the 

activity of Cry5B is the use of alanine as the sole substitution. Alanine is commonly used 

for large scale mutagenesis screens because it perturbs function of the residue that it is 

replacing while not adding any additional side chains to the protein. In regards to doing a 

large scale screen, such as with Cry5B, alanine is the simplest, best choice structurally, to 

chose to change each amino acid to. However, preliminary data has shown a difference in 

the levels of activity between S407C and S407A, indicating that while a change in that 

specific amino acid residue results in an increase in activity, the specific amino acid to 

which it is mutated has an effect as well. Perhaps a better way to approach finding a 

useful Cry5B variant is to use the alanine scan as a starting point, and then follow that up 

with testing alternative amino acid residues other than alanine to determine which 

variants to move forward into more quantitative testing. This method, however, does not 

directly address the parasites right away, but provides the potential to find the best amino 
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acid substitution of an identified residue of interest. To support this idea, I have 

preliminary data that indicates that more hydrophobic substitutions may increase the 

activity of a variant of interest (figure 8.1). Specifically, in the plate assay, it appears that 

for both G643A and S407C, that changing the amino acid to a longer, aliphatic 

hydrophobic side change increases the activity as compared to the alanine variant, while 

changing it to a polar amino acid, such as aspartic acid, decreases its activity as compared 

to the alanine variant (but still hyperactive as compared to the wild-type). In a previous 

study, the authors conclude that the activity profile of a specific substitution is not fixed, 

because the activity of the variant will always relate back to the amino acid used in the 

substitution (Mourez 2003). While I do believe that alanine remains the best amino acid 

to perform a large scale screen with for Cry5B, I also believe that after variants of interest 

are identified, other residues should be investigated to find a mutant with increased 

activity with regards to alanine that may be beneficial to be identified earlier rather than 

later. 
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An additional question and potential implication worth exploring is that if there 

are so many single amino acid changes that seemingly increase the toxicity of this 

protein, why don’t these variants naturally exist?  There may be a reason that this protein 

is not optimized already in nature.  One hypothesis is that such a variant may be too toxic 

to the host.  If these Cry proteins exist in nature to be active against their respective 

Figure 8.1: Preliminary data – amino acids with longer aliphatic hydrophobic side 

chains will increase activity 

For variants S407C and G643A, additional mutants were made to the alaphatic 
hydrophobic side chains in a preliminary assay against C. elegans as expressed through 
E. coli on plates. Preliminary data supports that these variants show an increase in 
toxicity as opposed to the alanine variants, and that toxicity is reduced as compared to the 
alanine variant when mutated to an aspartic acid. 
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invertebrate hosts, then it is important to maintain a balance between the host and the 

protein in order for the protein to continue to exist and evolve naturally.  A second 

hypothesis would be that these mutations have an adverse affect to the protein in its 

natural conditions that are not apparent in a laboratory setting.  

The Cry5B structure is known and published (Hui 2012), and I can take these 

variants and map them on the structure. With the right resources, one could potentially 

use this structure to view these mutants from a structure point of view, and begin to 

hypothesize into their possible functions or interactions. I would predict and advise that 

any future direction taken with regards to these mutants should include utilizing the 

structure as a resource. Observations can be made as to whether these variants are located 

on the surface, are clustered together, located in any loop regions of interest, or 

participate in disulfide bonding. Additionally, modeling techniques could be applied to 

predict receptor binding locations, or to see how these amino acid changes can alter the 

conformation of the protein, its folding, or its formation of oligomers.  Visualization of 

the 34 hyperactive variants on the structure can be seen in figure 8.2a, while the six that 

were carried through the in vivo studios can be seen on the structure in figure 8.2b. 
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Figure 8.2: Cry5B hyperactive variants on the structure 

The 34 hyperactive variants can be seen on the Cry5B structure in both a surface and a 
ribbon diagram (a).  The six variants that were tested in the in vivo studios can be seen in 
both a surface and ribbon diagram (b) and are as follows: C177A – red, E248A – orange, 
S407C – yellow, S534A – green, G577A – blue, G643A – purple. 
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A future direction of this assay would be to tighten up this system to either make 

it more reliable, in terms of the direct correlation between the plate assays and the LC-50 

assays, or the plate assays and how the identified variants act on the parasites. The beauty 

of the C. elegans-Cry5B E. coli system also cannot be ignored here. It is the interaction in 

this system that allowed me to screen through all 698 amino acids of the Cry5B toxin 

domain in a timely and efficient manner. However, there are a lot of variables that may 

play into the reasons why these 34 variants didn’t always appear to be hyperactive in the 

LC-50 assays or against the hookworms, such as the form of the protein being tested, the 

worm being used, how the protein reacts in the assay conditions, or the stage of worm 

being tested. A screening system that utilized pure protein, or a way to quantitate the 

protein, would be advantageous, while additionally, a system that would screen directly 

against the parasites would clearly be the best future option for finding variants of 

potential therapeutic value. However, the beauty of staying within the C. elegans system, 

besides the ease of working with the worms, is that experimentally a lot of tools exist to 

work with C. elegans. Through the use of this system, I believe that this is the best way to 

approach a screen of this size, especially to learn more about Cry5B from a structure 

point of view.  

 

8.3: Cry5B variants against C. elegans in LC-50 assays 

My intention in testing the Cry5B variants in the LC-50 assay against C. elegans 

as spore crystal lysates was to take the variants that stood out from the screen, and test 

them in a quantitative assay in order to be able to determine if the variants were truly 

more active. The assay would then identify the variants that were more toxic than the 
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wild type, allow for comparison, tell how much more active than the wild-type they are, 

and then help to narrow down the variants to a smaller subset to test against the parasites. 

Once the assay conditions were established and settled, I was able to do this for 18 of the 

variants. From the 18 that were tested, I found that half were statistically more active than 

the wild-type Cry5B on approximately a 2-3 fold basis. While 2-3-fold is not a high 

enough increase to be considered useful on a therapeutic level, it is what would be 

expected from a single amino acid change. However, nine of them were not hyperactive 

in this assay compared to wild-type Cry5B. Moreover, independent replication could not 

confirm hyperactivity of many of the mutants. Indeed, the only mutant that consistently 

stood out in all assays was the previously identified S407C. 

When establishing the conditions of the assay, the decision to use spore crystal 

lysates stemmed from two separate pieces of information: 1) the difficulty of harvesting 

out pure level 1 protein of the variants from Bacillus thuringiensis, and 2) the lack of 

hyperactivity observed by the G577A and G643A as pure protein.  . Following the level 

one harvest protocol detailed above, barriers were initially encountered when trying to 

purify out the level one protein from the variants.  Specifically, once the protein was 

solubilized in the citrate buffer, it failed to precipitate out when the 1M tripotassium 

citrate was added.  Several studies were conducted to investigate into this (1-a time 

course to determine the peak time of protein expression to alter harvest time, 2-adjusting 

incubation times and temperatures, and 3-adjusting the volume and incubation time with 

the tribasic buffer), but none of the approaches appeared to make a consistent difference.  

Other protocols exist that laboratories use to harvest out crystal proteins, such as using a 

sodium-bromide gradient centrifugation technique, that could be adapted in the future to 
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pursue the use of level one protein (Komano 2005).  To recap and further address this 

issue, when tested as level 1 protein in the LC-50 assay, S407C and D553N, the two 

variants already known in the lab and confirmed to be more active in this assay, both 

confirmed and repeated in my hands (chapter 3). However, when I tested the variants 

G577A and G643A as level 1 protein, using S407C as a control, these two variants were 

not more active. Due to this result, I switched to using spore crystal lysates in the LC-50 

assay. This time, G643A, G577A, and S407C were more active, while D553N shifted to 

being less active than the wild-type. Clearly, there is indication that something is 

happening in this assay that affects the behavior of these variants. The question then 

arises: are these variants really hyperactive if they only appear to be so under specific 

conditions? 

To address this, I have a few hypotheses to begin to account for this observation 

that could be tested in the future. This LC-50 assay uses a system buffered to a pH 6.0 

with citrate buffer. When level 1 protein is used, it is pre-dissolved in 20 mM citrate 

buffer pH 3.0, while when SCL is used, the protein is simply diluted out in water, and is 

not dissolved. Literature on Cry proteins has demonstrated altered levels of toxicity of the 

same Cry variant just by varying whether it is pre-dissolved or not before treatment on a 

specific target host (Du 1994). If these variants are sensitive to changing conditions of the 

assay, maybe because the mutation changes the solubility or stability of the protein, then 

its activity level may also be affected in different assay conditions, or sensitive to the 

solution it is pre-dissolved in. For S407C, I have hypothesized (as mentioned in chapter 

5) the idea of additional disulfide bond formation, leading to a more stable variant that is 

not affected by changing conditions. 
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The direct follow-up to this observation leads to this question: is the LC-50 assay 

the best assay to use to validate the results of the screen and narrow down the variants? If 

the variants are sensitive to changes in assay conditions, however small, then the assay 

may not be the correct or reliable method to use here. Looking at the future direction of 

the LC-50 assay, I believe that further understanding of the Cry5B protein will help to 

unlock more information on the observed results. While performing these assays, my 

focus was on confirming these variants in a quantitative manner, and narrowing down the 

initial list of 34 to find a smaller subset to test against A. ceylanicum. Clearly, finding a 

variant with therapeutic effect has direct and important possibilities and potential. In 

terms of moving forward with these mutants, I believe that the role they are playing and 

how that relates back to the structure is far more important that I originally anticipated, 

and should not be so easily overlooked. While it is possible to simply screen a large 

number of variants through sheer force and effort, I believe that understanding the 

subtleties of this protein will lead to further understanding of which variants to 

intelligently pursue. 

The LC-50 data doesn’t seem to correlate well with the in vivo data. All variants 

tested in vivo were more active in one iteration of the LC-50 assay, but in looking solely 

at the LC-50 data, it would be impossible to predict which ones would have an effect in 

the A. ceylanicum hamster system. Since only 6 variants that looked good in this assay 

were tested in vivo, there is no way to know if any of the variants that were not more 

active than the wild-type in the LC-50 assay would have had any effect in vivo. However, 

looking at the data that I do have, the six tested appeared to be better or as equally toxic 

as the wild-type in vivo, showing that the LC-50 did not identify variants that had any 
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reduced toxic activity. However, it needs to be pointed out that none of the proteins were 

actually better statistically in vivo.  

 

8.4: Cry5B variants against a parasite – A. ceylanicum 

Cry5B variants of interest were tested against the hookworm A. ceylanicum in 

four separate assays: egg to larval assays with Cry5B expressed in E. coli, egg to larval 

assays with Cry5B as SCL, adult assays with Cry5B SCL, and in in vivo assays with 

Cry5B SCL. All four assays were performed with a specific purpose in mind, and had 

their advantages and disadvantages. 

The E. coli egg to larval assay is the simplest assay to run against all the variants 

against a parasite, but there is a question of how predictive it is of in vivo behavior. For 

example, G577A shows almost no difference from the wild-type Cry5B in this assay, 

while it displayed a higher (albeit not significant) reduction in worm burden in vivo. On 

the other hand, C177A displays a very toxic effect in the egg to larval assay, but showed 

no difference in vivo as compared to the wild-type. While I might not be able to conclude 

that this assay is helpful for determining in vivo behavior, and it is clearly complicated by 

expression inconsistencies and the role expression may play in hyperactivity, I believe 

that it serves as a quick and efficient way to run all Cry5B variants of interest through a 

parasitic system, and narrow things down. Hopefully a variant that would be potent in 

vivo would also be hard hitting against larval and adult stages of these worms, and thus 

would not be missed by this assay. Even if a variant were to be missed through this assay, 

the screen provided so many variants for possible testing, that I believe it is useful to 

have this assay as a simple tool to narrow down the list of variants, especially in 
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conjunction with another assay. For example, I used this assay in conjunction with the 

LC-50 assay to take the initial 34 and narrow it down to 11 variants. I believe that these 

assays together were helpful in narrowing down a larger list to a smaller subset for 

further testing in other assays that are not so easily utilized with a large number of 

variants. 

While expression levels were originally probed as a way to eliminate variants that 

displayed increased expression, they might actually shed some light on what is happening 

with the protein. Observed increased in expression may point to variants that are perhaps 

more stable, or resistant to degradation. Additionally, while not quantitative, I believe this 

assay served as a simple, consistent, and reproducible way to run a large amount of 

Cry5B variants through a parasite system early on in the screen. Although working with 

the pure protein is preferred, it is also necessary to balance the importance of testing these 

variants against the hookworms as early on as possible. 

This same A. ceylanicum egg to larval assay was repeated using spore crystal 

lysates as a means to test these variants against the hookworms and compare them in a 

quantitative, dose dependent manner. However, unlike when using E. coli, the assay 

using spore crystal lysates was difficult to repeat and lacked consistency, making it 

unreliable I believe.  While certain variants, like C177A, were always very toxic as 

compared to the wild-type at all doses tested, other variants, like G643A, looked toxic at 

only a select dose or two in one assay, and then not at all in a repeat assay. I continued to 

set-up additional assays to try to find a consistent result, but the additional repeats did not 

appear to help provide clarity. It is interesting to note, however, that this assay, like the 

LC-50 assay, uses S-media as the media to perform the assay. And in both the LC-50 
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assay and this A. ceylanicum larval assay with spore crystal lysates, the data has 

suggested that the variants may be sensitive to slight changes in assay conditions. This 

observation is not seen in the A. ceylanicum larval assay with E. coli expressing Cry5B, 

which also uses S-media, or in the adult A. ceylanicum assays, which used a different 

media, but spore crystal lysates. While not performed as a quantitative assay in this study, 

it could be improved upon by counting the number of developed L3i worms to add a 

quantification component as seen in the literature to quantify (citation needed). If this 

technique were applied to this assay, it may provide better distinction into the 

inconclusive nature of the assay. 

There were a few interesting pieces of data with the A. ceylanicum egg to larval 

assay.  C177A, which hit hard at every dose tested in the assay, was not more active than 

Cry5B in vivo.  G577A, which only really looked good in this assay at a single dose, 

reduced the worm burden in vivo, albeit not significantly. From this data alone, the egg to 

larval assay may not be the best predictor of in vivo behavior. 

Eleven of the variants were tested against adult A. ceylanicum as spore crystal 

lysates at a 1ug/mL concentration. Overall, I would conclude that this assay is 

reproducible, consistent, and the most accurate of the assays that I have utilized. In 

addition, there is a potential benefit to using adult worms – this is the stage of the 

hookworms that will be exposed to the drug in vivo. I also found the results of this assay 

to be best correlated to the in vivo results. However, a limitation of this assay is the 

availability of the adult worms, and thus I would not suggest using this assay as an initial 

screening method. I believe, looking at my preliminary data though, that this assay is a 

good predictor for in vivo behavior, and should definitely be utilized before in vivo 
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testing is conducted. In support of this, specifically, C177A looked to be the least potent 

in this assay (no significant increase), and also was not more active than wild-type Cry5B 

at all in vivo.  

For variants G643A, G577A, and S407C, in addition to their individual data 

points being lower than the wild-type, their initial drop off had the largest gap of the six 

variants tested here.  Additionally, both G577A and S407C were significantly more 

active than the wild-type in vivo.  As mentioned, this could indicate that these variants are 

faster acting, which would be a positive quality to have in a potential therapeutic.  I 

would conclude based on my data that the adult A. ceylanicum assay is the most 

predictive of what is happening in vivo.   

Three in vivo experiments were conducted over the course of this study, with two 

of them being properly controlled and analyzed. The first one of the properly controlled 

in vivo experiments tested S407C and G643A at two separate doses. While not 

statistically significant, both variants decreased the worm burden in the hamsters. The 

second in vivo experiment investigated six different variants at a single dose, compared 

only to the wild-type Cry5B. From this experiment, two variants, S407C and G577A, 

significantly reduced the worm burden. Once again, G643A lowered the worm burden, 

but not significantly. Whether this is a reproducible trend or not, it remains unclear, but 

two variants did lower the worm burden in the hamsters even further than the wild type 

Cry5B. While we don’t know why these variants are behaving in this manner, this is the 

first set of data that I have that shows that two of these single point variants have some 

effect in vivo. 
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It has been previously demonstrated in the lab that over 90% of the Cry5B used in 

treatment never makes it to the small intestines of the hamsters, and that it is degraded by 

the acidic stomach juices (Hu 2012). Although I have data that several variants reduce the 

worm burden in vivo, I have no data that explains exactly why they are behaving this 

way. One hypothesis would be that these variants have better protection from the stomach 

juices, leading to more protein surviving to target the worms. From this hypothesis, this 

opens up the possibility that some of the other variants from the original screen, that fell 

into the other categories of toxicity, could potentially have potent effects in vivo due 

purely to a change in protection from degradation. 

 

8.5 Multiple Variant combinations 

I investigated into an attempt to find a double mutant with an exponential increase 

in activity as compared to the wild-type, but overall at this time, there was no success. As 

discussed in chapter 6, variants were made based off the singles of interest from the 

original screen, and then 55 doubles were tested against C. elegans in the plate assay. 

From there, 18 variants of interest stood out, and four were tested in an LC-50 assay 

against C. elegans, where it was found that they all had similar toxicity levels compared 

to the single mutants. This leaves me with a lingering question – how do we find a double 

mutant with increased activity as compared to the single mutants in Cry5B? This thought 

was further explored in section 6.7, and in the future directions section below. 

 

8.6 Future directions 
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There are many immediate future directions that could be taken to learn more 

about these variants – whether to pursue a mutant with therapeutic potential or 

understanding Cry5B further. To address the first statement, future pursuit of the double 

mutants would be the best way to find a mutant with a larger fold increase in toxicity. I 

believe that the best way to approach this would be from two different sides 

simultaneously: test more of the 18 doubles that stood out from the plate assay and to also 

use the structure to make targeted choices of combinations to create and test. 

Additionally, running these doubles through a telling parasitic system much earlier would 

be helpful to start to gauge how they are actually acting on the hookworms, as opposed to 

simply just C. elegans. 

A clear direction of this project is to investigate into the roles that these amino 

acids actually play in the structure/function of this protein. I believe that understanding 

the protein in more depth will ultimately help us to be able to intelligently select amino 

acids to mutate to find higher acting variants. There are many assays that currently have 

parameters set-up in the lab that could be used to start to investigate these variants, such 

as receptor binding, protease processing, solubility, and pore formation. My thoughts, 

based on the data, would be that solubility and pore formation may be playing key roles 

in the behavior of some of these variants. The variants could be tested in different pH 

buffers, at one pH over time, or observing the crystals as they solubilize. With regards to 

pore formation, changes in voltage can be measured using clamping or voltage sensitive 

dye, as well observations of propidium iodide. Also in this category would be 

investigation into the variants that lost all activity – what role are these playing in the 

protein? Are any of these the site of binding of Cry5B to the receptor? The Cry5B 
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structure could be utilized to help find variants in domain II that abolish activity, but still 

form crystals, and could be potential binding sites.  Are any of these toxic against any of 

the parasites (what was missed by screening only against C. elegans?)? Why did so many 

lose toxicity and what can this tell us about the protein? I believe a variety of questions 

can be asked and hypothesizes can be pursued from this category of variants from the 

screen. Additionally, to pursue variants that may have a strong in vivo effect, it may be 

worthwhile to run them through an assay in which their sensitivity to simulated gastric 

fluids (SGF) is tested and compared to the wild-type in pursuit of a variant that is more 

resistant to the acidic stomach environment of the host. The other steps in the mechanism 

of action may be valuable to investigate as well with the hyperactive variants, such as 

pursuing the glycolipid overlay assay to test for changes in binding. Additionally, one 

could potentially look into applying the insect BBMV technique through dissecting 

midguts from larger parasitic worms, and using them to look at binding, as well as 

potentially other processes, such as protease processing and oligomerization. 

Additionally, while some of these variants were shown to have potential against 

A. ceylanicum, there is no data for these variants against other parasites of interest. While 

I have been using A. ceylanicum as a parasite system to test, we do know that Cry5B, like 

other known anthelmintic, affects the different parasitic worms very differently (Hu 

2013). Specifically, Ascaris suum is very susceptible to Cry5B, but it is unknown if these 

variants are also hyperactive against this giant roundworm. While T. muris are not as 

susceptible to Cry5B, it would actually be quite worthwhile to find out if any of these 34 

variants have a strong effect on this worm, especially since we currently have the least 
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effective drugs to treat and target this worm. In addition, there are a whole host of 

veterinary parasites that potentially could benefit from a hyperactive variant.  

Another aspect to pursue would be to look at conserved residues between Cry5B, 

and the other Cry proteins that target nematodes, as well as the whole list of Cry proteins 

active against insects.  There may be some resides that are conserved between Cry 

proteins, whose since amino acid change in Cry5B lead to an increase in toxicity, that 

could then be applied and tested in these other Cry proteins to potentially increase their 

toxicity against their respective host.  Figure 8.3 shows an alignment between Cry5B, 

Cry21A, and Cry1Ac by domain, with the 34 hyperactive residues highlighted red.  

Cry21A is another crystal protein that has been shown to be active against nematodes 

(Wei 2003), and from this alignment, ten of the hyperactive variants identified from the 

screen are conserved here.  Cry1Ac is a crystal protein that is active against lepidopteran, 

and from this alignment, two of the 34 hyperactive variants are conserved here.  To 

pursue this, these variants could be mutated to an alanine in these Cry proteins, and 

assayed for increased activity against their respective hosts.  Additionally, domain 

swapping could be investigated as a way to increase toxicity, or alter specificity of the 

protein. 
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Figure 8.3: Cry5B alignment with Cry21A and Cry1Ac 

Cry5B alignment with Cry21A and Cry1Ac by domain, with the 34 hyperactive variants 
identified from the original alanine scan highlghted in red. 
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A final avenue of focus would be to look at the intracellular responses of these 

mutants as compared to the wild-type Cry5B, such as the p38 MAPK pathway, or the 

unfolded protein response (UPR), however it is unclear if only a 2-3 fold increase in 

activity would lead to a detectable difference in these assays if there is a change to 

observe. 

To summarize, there are many different roads and avenue one could pursue with 

the data generated by this project to continue to find a Cry5B variant that is more active 

and potentially therapeutic, or to simply understand how Cry5B works and functions. I 

believe that these two concepts are linked together, and should be pursued in parallel to 

support each other. This would help to not only gain more information on a very 

interesting crystal protein, but to also generate a Cry5B variant that could be used to 

address our ultimate goal of finding a cure for intestinal parasitic worms. 
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Table S1: Full results of the alanine scan 
Full results of the alanine scan of the toxin domain of Cry5B. Listed below are the 
individual amino acids, and the observed result when mutated to an alanine (or 
cysteine).  0 – loss of activity. + - retained some activity. ++ - like wild-type Cry5B. 
+++ - hyper-active. ++++ - very hyperactive (red box). 
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Table S1: Full results of the alanine scan, Continued 
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Table S1: Full results of the alanine scan, Continued 
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Table S1: Full results of the alanine scan, Continued 
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Table S1: Full results of the alanine scan, Continued 
 




